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Installing the Game
For system requirements, see
http://thesims2.ea.com/about/deluxe_index.php.

To install The Sims™ 2 Double Deluxe :
1. Close all open programs and background tasks, including virus scanners (see
Performance Tips on p. 70 for more info).
2. Insert The Sims 2 Double Deluxe disc into your DVD-ROM drive. The Autorun
menu appears.
If the Autorun menu does not automatically appear, left-click the
Start button from the Windows Taskbar and select Run….
Type D:\Autorun in the Run dialog box, then click OK (substitute
the correct letter of your DVD-ROM drive if other than ‘D:’).

3. Choose your language and click Next, then follow the on-screen instructions to
complete the installation.

Starting the Game
To start The Sims 2 Double Deluxe (with disc already in drive):
1. Close all open programs and background tasks, including virus scanners (see
Performance Tips on p. 70 for more info).
2. Left-click the Start button from the Windows Taskbar and select
All Programs (or Programs) > EA GAMES > The Sims 2 Double Deluxe >
The Sims 2 Double Deluxe.
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Introduction
The Sims 2 Double Deluxe contains the original The Sims 2, The Sims 2 Nightlife
expansion pack, The Sims 2 Celebration! Stuff pack, and a special Bonus DVD.
Both The Sims 2 Nightlife expansion pack and The Sims 2 Celebration! Stuff
content install with and are integrated into The Sims 2 content, providing you with
a seamless gameplay experience.
As your Sims add generations to their family trees, you’ll see them pass on DNA,
personalities, and inheritances. Watch your Sims age from gurgling babies to
adults with their own children, all the while striving to achieve their life goals.
In The Sims 2 Double Deluxe, create your own houses, neighborhoods, Sims, and
family dynasties—then watch it all come to life! You may choose to manage your
Sims so they experience the rewards of a life well lived. Of course, you may also
choose to neglect their needs, indulge their fears, and see what happens.
The Sims 2 Nightlife lets your Sims hit the town and live it up! No more couch
potato homebodies. Your Sims’ ship…er, car just came in and they’re taking it
straight downtown for a night of raucous pursuits and romantic exploits. Even more
social interactions, decor styles, locations, and Sim-owned automobiles open up a
wealth of possibilities that proves that nighttime really is the right time.
The Sims 2 Celebration! Stuff gets your Sims primed to party! Outfit your Sims in
party attire and get ready to celebrate! Your Sims can throw the perfect garden
wedding, a casual birthday barbecue, an elegant soiree, and more. With a wide variety of items including flowers, furniture, lighting, and more, throwing a fantastic
party is practically a no-brainer.
The Bonus DVD gives you more ways to enjoy your Sims experience and unleash
your creativity! Get expert tips and tricks from the Bonus 101 Video, or meet the
game’s designers and discover their best tricks and strategies. You can even learn
how to create Sims and design and build their homes.
Time is wasting, so read on and get into the game. Your Sims have their whole
lives ahead of them!

Main Menu

When you load The Sims 2 Double Deluxe, the Main menu is the first thing you see.
The Sims 2 Double Deluxe comes with some already created Neighborhoods and
Families to get you started.
♦ Click one of the Neighborhoods, and double-click a family residence (indicated

by green diamonds above the Lots) to enter this new world.

Once you are in the game, you can create your own Sim Families and move them
into the ‘hood.
Want some pointers on how the game works? Click the LEARN TO PLAY icon for
some instruction.
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The Tutorials
Having trouble finding the Roofing Tool? Not to worry. The Sims 2 Double Deluxe
Tutorials are here!
Here’s how you access the Tutorials from the Main menu.
Click LEARN TO PLAY to open the Tutorial menu. Tutorials are arranged
into two groups—The Basics and Beyond the Basics.


Tutorial Menu
If you are new to The Sims, check out The Basics. For an overview of new features
and advanced strategies, see the Tutorials in Beyond the Basics.
♦ Click your selection from the Tutorial menu. A description appears.
♦ Click the Play button at the bottom of the Tutorial menu screen.
♦ Click the X to close the Tutorial menu and return to the Main menu.
At any time during gameplay, if you want to return to the Tutorials, just click the
Main menu icon in the Options panel to once again access the Tutorials.

Playing the Tutorials
The Basics Tutorials introduce you to essential skills and concepts needed to play
the game. You can choose from Part One, Part Two, and Building a Home.
If you have played The Sims or have completed the Learn the Basics Tutorials, you
are ready to move on. The Beyond the Basics Tutorials cover interactions between
Sims, introduce aspirations and aging, and take you through the intricacies of
architectural design. Choose from New Gameplay or New Building Tools.
♦ Click the Play button in the Tutorial menu. A title screen appears, and you are

taken to the house or lot where your tutorial begins.

♦ You can click the Back and the Next buttons to repeat or advance steps. Some

steps require you to Click Next to advance. Others require you to do an action in
the game. When you complete the action, you automatically move ahead to the
next step.

♦ See the bouncing red arrow? When this appears, you are being asked to navi-

gate the indicated controls.

♦ When you complete a Tutorial, you return to the Tutorial menu.

 ant to leave before you have finished the Tutorial? Click Options in the
W
Universal Control panel. Click the Exit Tutorial button. You return to the
Tutorial menu.
♦ Once you exit a Tutorial, it resets itself.
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The Neighborhood
The Sims 2 Double Deluxe comes with three ready-to-play Neighborhoods—one
with some familiar names and faces, and two with brand-new characters and
stories. No matter which neighborhood you start with, your additions and changes
make it your own.
Ready to travel to a Neighborhood? Start at the Main menu.
Click the Neighborhood of your choice. A brief synopsis of the Neighborhood Story
appears. Click the Play button to enter the Neighborhood. Click the X to return to
the Main menu.

Neighborhood Story


Each of the Neighborhoods you enter has a story. The story tells you a bit more
about the Sims who already live here. You can add to the Neighborhood story as
you play.
♦ For more on creating and editing Neighborhood Stories, see Story Mode on p. 53.

Change Neighborhood

When you are in the Neighborhood View, the name of the current Neighborhood is
displayed. Want to get out of Dodge?
Click the Main menu button in the Options panel. This takes you back to the Main
menu, where the Neighborhood Chooser panel is displayed.
 ou can create, delete, and rename Neighborhoods. To learn how to
Y
create Neighborhoods, see Additional Features on p. 60.
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Lots
The Neighborhood is made up of Lots nestled in the landscape. Some Lots have
houses, some are waiting for a new home or community building. Some of the
houses have families living there, while others are waiting for a Sim family to
move in. Hover over any lot to see its address and if it’s for sale. There are three
types of Lots, and you can add new empty Lots anytime (see p. 9).
♦ Occupied Residential: To start playing right away, find a house with a family,

indicated by a green diamond. These are Occupied Residential Lots. The Popup
Info panel tells you the address of the Lot, and shows you the Sims who live
there. Click the Info Icon in the Popup to learn more details about the family. If
you like what you see, Click the Enter Lot button, or you can double-click any lot
you want to enter.

♦ Unoccupied Residential: When you open the Lots and Houses panel, Unoc-

cupied Residential Lots and Community Lots become accessible. Enter these
Lots through the Popup or double-click your selected Lot. Now build, landscape,
or make improvements. You cannot access Live Mode from an Unoccupied or
Community Lot.

♦ Community: Open the Lots and Houses panel to enter Community Lots to build

structures where Sims can socialize and shop. During gameplay, have your Sim
call a taxi to go to a Community Lot so she can catch up with neighbors or stock
up on the fixings for Baked Alaska.
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Neighborhood Control Panel

Navigation
This section outlines the controls you use to navigate your Neighborhood.
♦ View Zoom In: Click the “+” button, or press + on the keyboard. You can also

scroll with the mouse wheel to zoom in and out smoothly.

♦ View Zoom Out: Click the “-” button, or press - on the keyboard. Scroll with

the mouse wheel to zoom in and out smoothly.

♦ Rotate View: Click the arrow buttons, or press < or > on the keyboard (hold

for a smooth rotation). Alternatively, click and hold the mouse wheel and drag
the mouse left or right to rotate the Neighborhood smoothly in the direction of
the arrow. If you don’t have a mouse wheel, you can click and hold v
and the right mouse button while you drag the mouse.

♦ Scrolling: Move the cursor to the edge of the screen and hold it there. The

camera moves in the direction of the cursor. You can turn this feature ON/OFF by
adjusting the Edge Scrolling control in Game Options. To move about the screen,
you can also click and hold the right mouse button and drag the mouse to move
the camera in the direction you drag.

♦ Center Camera: Click the right mouse button to center on a particular area in

the neighborhood.
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Families
A Family is a group of Sims who live together. Want to find all the families who are
waiting to be moved into a house in a Neighborhood? Click the Families button to
open the Families panel.
The Families Panel
The Families panel shows a list of families that have not yet moved into the
Neighborhood.
Selecting a Family
As you hover over each family’s thumbnail, their name appears. Click the family
to see more information. When a family is selected, it is outlined in green on the
Families panel.
Moving In
When a family is selected in the Families panel, all the unoccupied residential lots in
the Neighborhood that the family can afford are outlined in green. Click the Unoccupied Lot of your choice. A dialog box for the lot shows its price tag. Want to move the
family in? Click YES. The cost of the lot will be deducted from family funds.
Move Families
Use the Move Family button in the Families panel to move Sims out of houses and
onto the Families panel. Click the Move Family button. Occupied Lots in the Neighborhood appear outlined in green. Click the family you wish to move. You are asked
if you want to move this specific family. Click YES and—bye bye. These families
maintain their family funds along with the cash value of all of their possessions.
Creating New Families
To create a new family, click the Create New Family button. This takes you to the
Create A Family tool. For more information, see Create New Family on p. 13.
When you have completed your creation and return to the Families panel, your new
family appears in the Families panel, and is attached to your cursor happily awaiting your signal to move into the Neighborhood.
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Deleting Families
To delete a family from the game, select the family and click the Delete button. You
can only delete families when they appear on the Families panel.
 o move a family from one Neighborhood to another, you must first
T
move them into a house. You can then move the Occupied Lot to
the Lot and Houses Catalog (see below). Now go to the desired
Neighborhood and move the whole shebang in.

Lots and Houses
Manipulate lots in the Neighborhood, move existing Houses or Lots into a Neighborhood, or create new empty Lots. Click the Lots and Houses button in the Neighborhood Control panel to open the Lots and Houses panel.

Lots and Houses Panel
Move or Rotate Lot
To move a lot from one place to another within a Neighborhood, click the Move or
Rotate Lot Tool. The cursor changes to a Hand Tool when it is over a Lot that can be
moved or rotated. Click to grab the house you wish to move or rotate.
♦ Rotate Lot: Click and hold with the left mouse button. The cursor changes to ar-

rows. Move your mouse in a circle to rotate the Lot. Or, do it the easy way—use
the < or > keys.

♦ Move Lot: Click and release on the Lot you wish to move. It is now attached to

your cursor. The front of the Lot (indicated by an arrow) must have at least one
edge that is on a road and cannot overlap another existing lot. When you have
moved the lot to a legal location, it turns green. Click again to place the Lot.

Change your mind about moving or rotating a lot after selecting it? Press s
and the lot returns to its original location.
 mpty lots cannot be moved or rotated. If you want to get rid of an
E
empty lot, just bulldoze and replace it.
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Move to Lots and Houses Bin
You can move Occupied, Unoccupied, or Community Lots from the Neighborhood
to the Lots and Houses Bin. When you move an Occupied Lot to the bin, the family
living there moves with the lot.
Click the Move to Lots and Houses Bin button. Now click the lot you wish to move
to the bin. A Dialog appears asking you if you are sure you want to move this lot.
Click YES to move the family and/or lot out of the Neighborhood.
♦ The Lots and Houses Bin is universal to the game. This means every house and/

or lot you have placed in the catalog appears, no matter which Neighborhood
they originally came from. You can use the Lots and Houses Bin to move houses
and families from neighborhood to neighborhood.
Bulldoze

To remove a Lot from the Neighborhood, use the Bulldoze Tool.
Click the tool, then click a Lot. Click Yes to clear the land.
♦ If the lot you wish to bulldoze is occupied, you need to move the family that lives

there to the Family panel before the lot can be bulldozed.

Lots and Houses Bin
The Lots and Houses Bin lists existing houses and lots available for Neighborhood
placement. These may include houses and lots from The Sims 2 Double Deluxe,
houses you have built in the game and placed in this catalog, and houses
downloaded from the TheSims2.com.
♦ Browsing the Catalog: Click the Lots and Houses Bin button and then select

to view those sites that are Occupied, Unoccupied, or All. As you browse through
the catalog of lots and houses, hover to view the name of the Lot or Family.
Click to select a Lot. The Popup Info panel shows the essential information you
need for placement of this lot.

♦ Selection and Placement in a Neighborhood: Got the lot or house?

Great. Move your cursor into the game window—your selection will be attached.
Place the lot in the neighborhood using the same procedure described in the
section on the Move or Rotate Lot Tool.

♦ Create/Delete Lots: To create a new lot, click the Empty Lots button (see p. 11).
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To delete a lot or house from the Lots and Houses Catalog, select the lot or
house and click the Delete button.

Empty Lots
You can create new lots in the neighborhood.
Click the Empty Lots button to see an assortment of empty lot shapes and sizes.
Click to select one of the Empty Lot configurations and move your cursor into the
game window. A preview of your lot is attached to your cursor. The front of the lot
is the side indicated by the arrow. You can rotate the lot before or after it is placed.
When you have moved the lot to a legal location, it turns green. When you have
found the perfect site, click and your lot is plopped down.
You are asked to designate your new placement as a Residential or Community Lot.
If you decide it’s a Residential Lot, you can move a family in. If it’s a Community
Lot, you can build a grocery store, park, or a magazine shop for your Sims. Don’t
forget to enter a name for your new creation.
Click the Accept (✔) icon to add the lot to your Neighborhood. Click Cancel (X) if
you’ve changed your mind.

Neighborhood Decorations
Customize your Neighborhood. Choose from menus of Flora, Landmarks, Effects,
Stones, and Miscellaneous.
Click the Decoration type to open its menu. Scroll to see additional choices.
Want to transplant a cactus? Click its thumbnail. A Popup Info panel appears with
the name of the item, and lets you know where it can be placed.
Click the Hand Tool. The selected item is attached. Now move into the
Neighborhood screen. When you are not in a legal location, the item
is highlighted red. Click to place that cactus! The blue cubes you see
for some of the decorations disappear when you exit the Neighborhood
Decorations Tool.
To duplicate any Neighborhood Decoration that has already been placed, click the
Eyedropper Tool. Now click the existing cactus (for example) in the neighborhood.
Move the cursor to where you wish the new cactus to be placed, then click it.
Use the Undo and Redo Tools to preview your landscaping abilities. Undo deletes
the previous action. Redo puts whatever you have just undone back into place.
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Options
Click Options menu to set various gameplay options—from visual performance to
game speed. The Options panel includes the Quit button to exit the game and the
Main menu button. See Options on p. 57 for more info.

Video Capture and
Camera Snapshot
See Video Capture and Camera Snapshot on p. 19 for details on taking Sim home
movies or snapshots.

Custom Content Browser
The Custom Content Browser gives you access to select content available for
download from TheSims2.com website. Custom content can be made by you or
other The Sims 2 Double Deluxe players (even Maxis!)—and includes anything
from houses and families to a really great shirt for your Sims to wear. Custom Content has always been an important part of The Sims, and The Sims 2 Double Deluxe
gives you even more control to download and organize your customized game
selections. For information about downloading and uploading custom content, see
Additional Features on p. 60.
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Create New Family
You can create individual Sims or entire families to populate your neighborhoods.
To access the Create A Family Tool, you need to be in Neighborhood Mode. Click the
Families icon to open the Families panel. Now click the Create New Family icon.
This opens the staging area where your creation takes place.
Enter your Family’s name in the Family Name text box.

Create A Sim: To start building your first Sim, click the Create A Sim
button that appears above the Create Family icon. You can then choose
to CREATE A SIM or MAKE A CHILD. Click CREATE A SIM. A random Sim
model appears, along with the Sim Design panel.
M
 ake A Child: This selection is not available unless you already have
two adult Sims in the family. When you click this button, the game mixes
the DNA of the two adult family members to create a possible offspring.
You can then go on to choose the other characteristics of this Sim. As
you may be creating several generations of a family at once, your “child”
can be any age you choose. If there are more than two adults in your
family, you can choose the parents.

Sim Design Panel
You can choose and customize everything from your Sims’ eyes to their personalities. First you need to decide where you want to begin.

Model Starting Point
Randomize: Click Randomize and let the game choose a set of random
characteristics for your new Sim. You can accept this Sim or customize
away.
Choose Existing Sim: Click here to choose an existing Sim as your
starting point. You can view all Sims in the selected age group or a
specific collection of Sims.
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Customizing Sim Characteristics

Follow steps 1-6 to create a Sim

The number icons at the left side of the Sim Design panel correlate with different
customizable aspects of your newly created Sim. Here’s a rundown of the steps.
For more detailed information on Sim customization, see The Sims 2 Body Shop on
p. 61.
1. 	General Characteristics: Click to enter your Sim’s First Name, to write a brief
Biography, or to choose Gender, Age, Skin Tone, and Fitness.
2. Heads: Click step 2 to select one of an assortment of pre-created heads.
3. Hair and Face: Click step 3 to choose Hair Color (BLACK, BROWN, BLONDE,
RED, or CUSTOM), Hairstyle, and different Facial Characteristics (FULL FACE,
BROW, EYES, NOSE, MOUTH, and JAW & CHIN). Start with full face archetypes
found under the Full Face tab. If you like the features in the archetype, rightclick the archetype to blend its features into the face of your model Sim. Each
click brings your Sim’s face a little closer to the archetype. Click to choose that
archetype as is. As you click the icon for each individual characteristic, a menu
appears with your choices. For some characteristics, thumbnails with sliders
are included so that you can fine tune everything from nose length to the color
and set of your Sim’s eyes. Whenever you click a selection, it is highlighted in
green. The model’s appearance changes to reflect your choice. The model’s current characteristics are always highlighted green in the selection menus. If you
regret your most recent choice, just click the Undo/Redo buttons to the right of
your creation’s name.
4. Makeup, Facial Hair & Glasses: Click step 4 to further customize your Sim’s
facial appearance. You can add Makeup, Costume Makeup, Glasses, Eyebrows,
Stubble, or Beards & Mustaches.
5. Clothing: Click step 5 to decide how your Sim’s sartorial tastes are expressed.
For Everyday Wear, you can mix tops and bottoms or choose entire outfits. You
can also make choices of Formal, Undies, PJs, Swimwear, and Athletic togs.
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6. Personality & Aspiration: Click step 6 to set the all important parameters that
have lifelong impacts on your Sim.

First, decide upon your Sim’s guiding Aspiration. Click one of the six goal areas
(Fortune, Knowledge, Family, Romance, Popularity, or Pleasure). A lot more is said
about Aspirations in the Live Mode section of this manual.
Now choose your Sim’s Personality by either selecting an Astrological Sign or by
manually assigning the personality points among the five Personality Variables.
For the most part, Personality affects your Sim’s relationships with other Sims
(although it can also affect your Sim’s tendency to exercise as well).
Click the ✔ at the bottom of the Sim Design panel to enter your Sim into the
game. If you are not satisfied, you can edit any of the Sims you have created. Just
click their image in the Sim Chooser at the left of the screen—or click the X to
cancel your creation. If you have forgotten a crucial piece of Sim building, the
game prompts you to add the missing information before it can accept your new
Sim.

Building Families
When you have created the first member of your new family, he or she moves to a
curtained area to await other family members.
Your new family member portraits now appear under the Create A Sim button. You
can click a portrait to further edit an individual’s appearance, or click the next
Create A Sim button to add another family member.
Once you have created two family members, the Family Relationships button
becomes available.
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Family Relationships
Sims have no family relationships to start out with, even though these “families”
share a last name. Once you have two or more Sims in a family, you can define
some of the relationships.
♦ Click the Family Relationships button in the Create A Family Control panel. This

opens the Family Tree screen. Portraits of the members of your newly created
family appear in the screen.

♦ To define family relationships, drag one Sim portrait on top of the portrait of the

person with whom you wish to create a relationship. Once you do this, a Dialog
Box appears offering relationship choices according to the characteristics of the
two Sims. Click the desired relationship.

♦ The Sim you drag loses their old relationships when a new connection is made.
♦ Your Sims now appear in a Family Tree that illustrates their relationships to one

another.

Is this family ready to occupy the Neighborhood?
♦ Click the ✔ at the bottom of the Create A Family Control panel to Accept your

newly-created family. This closes the Create A Family Tool and returns you to
your selected neighborhood.

♦ Your family is automatically selected with the Hand Tool for moving into the

neighborhood. All new families come into the neighborhood with 20K Simoleons.
Click the family to view their information. Unoccupied lots in the neighborhood
in their price range are highlighted green. Click one of these lots if you wish to
move your new family into the neighborhood. If you do not have an unoccupied
lot, you can place one and return to the Family Bin to select the family and
move them in.
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Playing A Family: The
Universal Control Panel
So you’ve explored the neighborhood, created a family, and now you want to get
into daily Sim life? You are in the right place.

The Universal Control panel (UCP) now appears in the lower left corner of the
screen. No matter what game mode you are in, the UCP controls help you navigate
the lot, change views, take pictures and movies, and, oh yeah, check out how many
Simoleons are in the bank.

The Mode Buttons
L ive Mode – ¡
In Live Mode, the days turn into months, the months to years, and your Sims age,
prosper (or not), and add to their family trees. Live Mode is only available in occupied lots.

B
 uy Mode – ™
Buy Mode is the place to shop. Whenever you are in Buy Mode, the game is paused.

B
 uild Mode – £
Build Mode gives you access to all the tools you need to build a house or community spot. The game is paused whenever you are in Build Mode.

S
 tory Mode – ¢
In Story Mode arrange pictures and write accompanying text to keep track of and
share your Sims’ lives. Story Mode is available only for occupied lots or in the
neighborhood.
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Op
 tions – ∞
The Options button takes you to where you can make choices about different aspects of The Sims 2 Double Deluxe gameplay—from settings on audio to graphics
to camera. Use Options to return to the neighborhood, to save, or even to quit the
game.

Navigation Controls
Navigation Controls let you move around on a lot and let you change lot orientation. For more information, see Navigation on p. 7.

Display Controls
Use these controls to adjust architectural views, both inside and outside your
Sims’ home.

Up/Down a Floor
Use these controls to choose which floor or level of the house is displayed. Levels
above the selected level vanish, while levels below remain visible. All levels, from
below-ground foundations to attic aeries, can be selected.
Up a Floor: Click the Go Up a Floor button (or press π).

Down a Floor: Click the Go Down a Floor button (or press r).

Walls and Roof Display
♦ Walls Down: Lowers all walls on the selected level, showing only short stub

walls to indicate layout.

♦ Walls Cutaway: All walls, windows, and doors between you and the exterior

walls of the house drop away.

♦ Walls Up: Displays all walls at all times.
♦ Roof On: Sets walls to Walls Up and the roof is visible.

Press h and u to cycle through these settings.
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Video Capture –

V

Video your own reality show on Sim life or chronicle your architectural brilliance.
♦ Click the Video Capture button to record a movie of your Sims. The game cap-

tures an AVI movie until you click the button again to stop or reach the length
specified in Maximum Video Recording Time in Camera Options. Movies are
saved to your \My Documents\EA GAMES\The Sims 2\Movies folder. You can use
any movie editing software to create your own Sims movies.

♦ Use Camera Options in the Options panel (see p. 59) to adjust sound recording,

video quality, and size.

Camera Snapshot –

C

Gotta have pics for those stories and photo albums, right? Here’s your camera.
♦ Taking Pictures: Click the Camera Snapshot button to take a picture in Live,

Buy, or Build Modes. Go to Story Mode to organize photos and write text.

♦ Camera Options: To change any snapshot settings, such as size or quality, go

to Camera Options in the Options panel (see p. 59). Changes made here do not
affect photos you have already taken.

♦ Free Cam: In Neighborhood or Live Mode, press t for Free Cam. Free Cam

lets you move the camera freely anywhere in your Sims’ world. Keyboard controls
for Free Cam: Q/E—Down/Up, W/S—Forward/Back, A/D—
Left/Right, Z/X—Zoom In/Out (for more keyboard controls, see the enclosed
Key Commands Insert). Your mouse controls the pitch and rotation of the
camera. Press t again to return to the standard camera setting. Free Cam is
a great tool for movie making players, but is not intended for gameplay.

♦ Saving Camera Positions: Get even more cinematic by saving camera positions

in specific households or neighborhoods. You can save positions in both Standard or Free Camera modes. In a neighborhood or house, position the camera to
the desired position. Press v + [4-9] on your keyboard (not the number pad). You can save up to six unique camera positions. During gameplay,
press [4-9] to activate saved camera positions. You can also press q+
[4-9] to instantly switch to the saved camera.
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Funds
A family’s funds are shared by all the Sims in the household. Available Simoleons
can be spent on food, objects, services, and many other things in the game.
♦ Spending Simoleons: If you buy a new recliner the cost is reflected by diminish-

ing numbers in the Funds Display.

♦ Saving Simoleons: The Funds Display is updated to reflect the income of your

working family members. If you decide to return an object you have purchased,
the resale value adds some Simoleons to the pot.

♦ Bills: Bills arrive every Tuesday and Thursday, and Sims have four days to pay

up. If your Sims are delinquent in their financial obligations, the Repo Man
shows up and repossesses household objects to recoup the outstanding debts.

Live Mode
In Live Mode, your Sims grow, form relationships, fulfill their aspirations, experience heartbreak, and, eventually, die. Sims are complex creatures. Read on to
understand their needs, aspirations, and motivations.
♦ When you enter an occupied lot, Live Mode is activated and time passes in your

Sims’ world.

Selected Sim Portrait
Sim Chooser

Age Indicator
Time
Funds
Gamespeed
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Controlling Your Sim
You can direct your Sims to act in a manner that enhances aspirations or in a way
that makes their nightmares come true.

Selecting Your Sim
You can only control your Selected Sim. The selected Sim is indicated by a glowing
diamond above their head. There are several ways to select a Sim.
♦ To select a Sim to control, click the thumbnail of the Sim in the Sim Chooser

that appears above the Live Mode icon in the UCP. Or, you can press �
to cycle through all the Sims on your lot. Or, just right-click directly on the Sim
you wish to control.

You can control Sims who live on the current lot and who are at home (or visiting a
community lot). If a Sim is at work, school, or out of the house for any reason, that
Sim has an icon indicating their location displayed on their thumbnail in the Sim
Chooser. You can look at their vital statistics, but you cannot control them until
they come home.
♦ Click the thumbnail of your selected Sim to center the camera on that Sim.

right-click their portrait, or any Sim portrait, to have the camera follow that Sim
(a crosshair appears on the portrait to indicate this camera control). Right-click
again to turn this off.

Getting From Here to There
♦ Go Here: Click the spot where you want your Sim to go. Click the GO HERE

command that appears. Your Sim then walks to that location. If you’ve chosen a
location your Sim cannot get to, they go as far as they can and let you know they
can’t go further by shrugging and pointing to the ground.

♦ Object/Social Interactions: Click an object or another Sim to direct your Sim to

interact with it (see Interactions on p. 37).
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Live Mode Panel
There is a lot of information available to you about your Sims. Let’s go over some of
the basic information first.
Sim Chooser: All members of the household are pictured here. The background
color of their thumbnail tells you their current mood—green for good and red for
bad. Click the portrait of a family member to select that Sim.
Funds: Your family’s available funds are displayed at the bottom of the UCP.
Selected Sim Portrait: Appears to the right of the UCP. Hover with your cursor to
see your Sim’s name.
Age Indicator: This shows your Sim’s current developmental stage. The icon for the
current age is highlighted. Hover over the current age to see when your Sim will
enter the next stage of life.
Time: It is helpful to keep track of time—especially when it comes to getting your
Sim to work or school on time.
Gamespeed: The game automatically pauses when in Build, Buy, or Story Modes.
You may choose to pause the game at any time, or play at Ultra-Speed.

Aspirations, Wants, and Fears



Sims have a lifetime goal, an Aspiration. A Sim’s Aspiration strongly influences
their Wants and Fears. The more you help Suzy Sim achieve her Wants, the closer
she gets to realizing her Aspiration. What happens then? You have a happy, welladjusted Sim who earns Reward Objects that can help her with life’s challenges,
who has made herself stand out in the Sim world, and who lives a longer life!
Of course, you may wish to indulge Suzy’s Fears. A fear-ridden Suzy may fall prey to
procrastination, depression, or even a total breakdown.
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Aspirations
A Sim has one of seven Aspirations:
G row Up: Every growing Sim toddler and child shares this aspiration.

Romance: The more romance the better for this Sim.

Family: These Sims thrive on a solid, loving family life.

K nowledge: The desire to learn outweighs all other aspirations for this
Sim.
P opularity: This Sim desires to be well-known, famously or infamously.
F ortune: This Sim wants piles of Simoleons and faucets made of gold.

P leasure: This Sim loves anything involving fun and comfort, and
hates work and stress. Their ultimate goal is to live a life of luxury and
enjoyment.
The Aspiration for your selected Sim is shown above the Aspiration Meter, which
indicates how well or badly your Sim is realizing their Aspiration.
Hover on the Aspiration Meter for information on Aspirations and to see your Sim’s
current Aspiration Level.
Assigning Aspirations
How do you assign Aspirations to your Sims?
♦ Toddlers and Children aspire to Grow Up. When your Sim becomes a Teen, a

Dialog Box appears asking you to assign your maturing Sim his or her life
Aspiration.

♦ When you use the Create A Family Tool to create Sim Families, you are asked

to assign Aspirations to Teen, Adult, and Elder Sims. Consider how different
Aspirations might impact family relationships.
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Aspiration Meter
The Aspiration Meter reflects your Sim’s level of life satisfaction. This level is
determined by points received when specific Wants are fulfilled, or lost when Fears
are realized.
♦ When the Aspiration Meter displays in the green, your Sim is feeling okay about

life.

♦ When the Aspiration Meter goes platinum, your Sim is feeling more than just

good, she has gone into a near nirvana state! Sims who are experiencing this
aspiration high get a mood boost too, and are able to be extremely productive.
Her selected Sim diamond also shows platinum when she is in this state.

♦ When the Aspiration Meter is in the red, start watching your Sim for signs of

immaturity or depression. Some extra care and maintenance may be needed.

♦ Your Sim’s Aspiration Level resets upon reaching a new developmental stage in

their life. The new starting level is determined by how your Sim did on his or her
Aspirations in the previous developmental stage.

♦ Each time your Sim makes it past a notch on the Aspiration Meter their Aspira-

tion Level changes. Hover over the Aspiration Meter to see where they now
stand.

A Sim who transitions from Adult to Elder while at a high Aspiration Level lives a longer life. So watch your Sim’s progress at this
critical time.

ASPIRATION SUCCESS: ASPIRATION METER IS REALLY HIGH
When Suzy’s Aspiration Meter is at very high levels, she experiences a mood boost
as well—no matter what her Need Levels are. Use this opportunity to do all of
those things that Suzy usually requires coaxing and Needs fulfillment to take on. If
the Aspiration Meter falls, Suzy’s mood again reflects the state of her Needs.
High Aspiration Levels mean Suzy collects more Reward Points as well. Reward
Objects (purchased with Reward Points) can help get Suzy even closer to her
ultimate goal, and help her see success in other areas as well.
It is difficult to keep your Sim’s Aspiration Meter at the highest
levels. Aspiration Levels fall if your Sim encounters a fear, and the
levels can decrease over time. The more a Sim experiences life
lived at the high end of the Aspiration Meter, the more Wants they
need fulfilled to maintain that level.
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Aspiration Failure: The Aspiration Meter is REALLY Low
When Suzy’s Aspiration Meter dips into the red, she may begin to worry or have
nightmares because she is not getting enough of her Wants fulfilled. If Suzy begins
to dance with the mop, you know things are getting pretty bad. If you don’t help Suzy
re-build her life, she may just lose it and have a total breakdown.

Wants and Fears

Wants are experiences that your Sim desires. These can be career goals, activities,
interactions, or finally getting that top-of-the-line hot tub. Your Sim perceives
Wants as positive experiences that move them closer to achieving their Aspiration.
A Fear is an experience a Sim wishes to avoid. Fears have a negative impact on
your Sim’s Aspiration Level.
♦ Your Sim always has four current Wants. These fill the squares on the upper

row in the Wants and Fears panel. Wants have green backgrounds. If you click
a Want icon, it tells you what your Sim needs to do to fulfill this specific desire.
You also see how many Reward Points your Sim receives upon fulfilling this
Want.

♦ Sims have three current Fears. These are shown with red backgrounds as icons

in the lower row of the Wants and Fears panel. Click the specific Fear to get
more information and to learn how many Reward Points your Sim loses if the
Fear is experienced.

♦ Click the Aspiration icon to open or close the Wants and Fears panel.

Fulfilling Wants and Fears
You can direct your Sim to experience a Want or Fear, or the event may just occur.
Several things occur when this happens.
♦ The Want or Fear icon glows and then spins to show a new Want or Fear.
♦ The level of the Aspiration Meter moves up or down, depending on the experience.
♦ If your Sim is on the screen, a Rewards icon appears above his or her head. The

Rewards icon indicates how many Reward Points have been added or removed
from your Sim’s Rewards Bank.

A
 Sim’s Wants and Fears can change quickly. Look for changes after
your Sim has had a good sleep, when other Wants or Fears are fulfilled,
when an age transition has occurred, or when there has been a birth or
addition to the family (in this case, the entire family’s Wants and Fears
can change).
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Locking a Want or Fear
There may be a Want or Fear that you’d really like to focus on, and you don’t want
life events to change it. No problem. You can place a Lock on it.
♦ Right-click the Want/Fear you want to Lock. A Padlock appears on the Want.

Unless you fulfill another Want or Fear that makes this one obsolete, the Lock
keeps the Want/Fear on the panel until it is accomplished.

♦ You can Lock only ONE Want/Fear at a time. If you right-click to Lock another

Want when one is already being held, the Lock moves from the prior experience
to the newly selected one.

♦ To take a Lock off, right-click the locked Want/Fear. The Lock is released.

Reward Points
When a Want is fulfilled, your Sim gets Reward Points. These are kept in a balance
in the Rewards Catalog (see Rewards on p. 35). You can use Reward Points to buy
Aspiration Reward Objects in the catalog. Reward Objects can be used by any Sim
in the family and can help Sims meet needs and progress in life.

Mood
Mood Meter
Mood affects a Sim’s behavior and choices. When Sims are in a good mood, they
are ready to make friends and prosper. When Sims are down, they may resist doing
certain things. Needs have a direct impact on a Sim’s Mood. Keep their Needs in
the green and they always display their sunny sides. Sims may feel better or worse
after interacting with certain objects, or with other Sims.
♦ For a quick read on your selected Sim’s overall Mood, you can check out the

selected Sim diamond, the Sim’s thumbnail background in the Sim Chooser, or
the Mood Meter in the Needs panel. When these show or are highlighted in green,
your Sim is feeling good. Red indicates that your Sim has had better days.
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Needs Bars
Needs are the physical and mental requirements of your Sims—from necessary
visits to the bathroom to hanging out with pals. Sims’ Needs have a direct effect
on their Mood.
♦ Click the Needs icon (that looks just like the Selected Sim Diamond). The Needs

panel appears with Mood Meter and Needs Bars.

Directional arrows next to each Needs Bar let you know if satisfaction in this area
is decreasing or increasing. Needs satisfaction decays over time and must be
attended to, or your Sim goes into Needs distress. Replenish your Sim’s Needs by
using objects and engaging in interactions with other Sims.
♦ Hover over one of the Needs Bars with your cursor. A Popup Info panel appears

describing the Need and suggests some ways to satisfy it.

♦ Needs Distress: Sims react to a dire Need, such as sniffing themselves if they

are very dirty. When a Sim is experiencing distress related to a specific Need,
the icon for that Need appears in a thought balloon over the Sim’s head. Your
Sim may also wave at you to get you to attend to the Need.

♦ Needs Failure: When the Energy, Bladder, or Hunger Needs fall all the way to

the bottom, your Sim goes into Needs Failure. You may end up with Sims slumbering on the floor. If your Sims experience extreme Hunger failure, they die.
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Here’s a rundown of Sim Needs:
Hunger
Satisfy your Sim’s Hunger by Ordering Out or Cooking. If you decide to build your
Sim’s Cooking Skills, it is better in the long run. A steady diet of pizza is easy but
expensive. Teach Billy Sim to cook by letting him watch cooking shows on TV. Here
are a few other pointers:
♦ The Fridge: Sims need a fridge to store food—any food. Send your Sim to

a Community Lot with a grocery stand to stock up, or direct them to order a
delivery of groceries over the phone or online.

♦ Cooking Food: As long as the fridge is stocked with food, your Sims can eat.

They can snack and make quick meals regardless of their cooking skills. Sims
with culinary skills, available counter space, and the right appliances can
serve elaborate meals that not only fulfill hunger better, but make everybody
feel good! Click the fridge to select the food you wish your Sim to prepare. Click
HAVE if your Sim is dining solo or SERVE to make enough for the entire family.

Energy
Sims need sleep to replenish their Energy. You can see the source of their troubles
in thought balloons that appear over their heads whilst they slumber.
Bladder
There’s only one object that satisfies your Sim’s Bladder Need—a toilet. Without
one, Sims eventually suffer bladder failure, which (although satisfying the Bladder Need) results in immediate bad hygiene, a mess, and social embarrassment.
Teach Toddlers to use a potty chair.
Hygiene
Dirty Sims smell bad and have trouble making friends. Keep your Sims clean by
directing them to take a bath or shower and by washing their hands. You need a
sink to bathe babies.
Comfort
After a hard day at the office, Sims need to rest and relax. Be sure you have
provided some furniture and settings where they can kick back.
Fun
Sims need occasional diversion with toys, games, or other amusements. Depending
on your Sims’ personalities, they may find fun in different objects and activities.
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Social
Sims need to spend quality time with their friends and loved ones. A simple chat
on the phone or a little flirtation fits the bill nicely. Socializing not only helps Sims
fulfill their Social Need, it also builds relationships and contacts that are useful on
that climb to the top of the career track.
Environment
Sims are happier and healthier in surroundings that are clean and filled with nice
objects (the spendier the better). In any room, a few decorative objects can go a
long way towards improving Environment Scores for your Sim. A beautiful, wellmaintained yard puts Sims in a better frame of mind as they leave for work.
♦ Cleaning Up: Beware of the sloppy Sim. If someone has an accident on the

living room rug, make sure it is cleaned up right away. Spoiled food and dirty
dishes can attract flies and other unsavory pests. If you need to Spray for cockroaches or call the Exterminator, your Sim’s Environment score is probably in
the red. Sims can get sick from eating bad food. If your Sim is sick (yes, puking
occurs), be sure he gets some rest to recover. Sims can get viruses too, and do
pass them on to other Sims.

Relationships
Relationships between Sims determine the way they interact with each other.
Building relationships takes time. As relationships develop between Sims, their
options for social interaction change. Direct your Sim to take those first tentative
steps to build a friendship. Might this be the love of Jim Sim’s life, or will he blow
it by taking things too fast? Keep track of the state of your Sims’ relationships and
family histories by opening the Relationship panel.
♦ Click the Relationships icon to open the Relationship panel.
♦ Click the appropriate icon to view your Sim’s relationships with Family mem-

bers, Friends, Household members, or All.
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Relationship Meters

Short term relationship status
Long term relationship status

All the social connections in your Sim’s life are represented as thumbnails in the
Relationship panel. Relationship Meters show daily and long-term relationship
levels between Sims. As a Sim builds a good relationship with another Sim, the
bars turn green and the numbers go up; if that relationship goes bad, the bars
turn red and the numbers go down.
The Daily Relationship Meter tells you how a Sim feels about another Sim at the
moment. The Lifetime Relationship Meter tells you how the relationship has fared
over time. Lifetime Relationships determines if a Sim sees another Sim as a best
friend, love interest, enemy, or just an acquaintance. Sims won’t necessarily share
the same relationship scores (Bob loves Mary, but Mary can’t stand the sight of
Bob).
♦ Click the Relationship thumbnails to display a Popup Info panel that tells you

more about the relationship between your selected Sim and the Sim in the
thumbnail.

If the Daily Relationship Meter with a certain Sim is low, you
may want to wait to initiate some of the more advanced social
interactions. Social acceptance and rejection affect your Sim’s
fulfillment of social needs.

Family Tree
The Family Tree shows your Sim’s family history. Who is related to whom? How
have dominant genes been handed down through the generations? And just how
many generations of this family have existed in the Neighborhood?
♦ Click the Family Tree icon in the lower right of the Relationship panel to see the

selected Sim’s Family Tree. The selected Sim appears in the center of the Family
Tree. Click any Sim in the Tree. It changes to show the new Sim’s family lines.
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Skills and Career
To earn money, Sims have to work. To develop a Career, Sims need to develop social networks and Skills. Don’t wait! Get your Sim children and teens in the groove
for later career success by making sure that they do well in school.
Click the Skills and Career icon in the Live Mode panel to open the Skills and
Career panel.
Career Information Panel
Career Track
Sims can choose one of ten Career Tracks, each one of which has ten Job Levels.
Sims can find a job in the newspaper, or by using a computer to do a jobsearch
online. The icon for your Sim’s Career Track and Job Level is displayed at the top
left of the Skills and Career panel.
♦ Hover with your cursor over any of the icons for Job Level, Daily Pay, Work Hours,

or Work Days to see a Popup Info window on your Sim’s career position and
statistics.

Job Performance
A high job performance rating along with the required skill set and number of family friends, can lead to a promotion. Try to ensure that Sophie goes to work on time
and in a good mood (keep an eye out for the carpool). It improves her Job Performance. If Sophie’s Job Performance is very low, she may be demoted or even fired.
 very so often a Sim in the household may receive a Career
E
Chance Card. Sometimes these are opportunities that can help
your Sim skip a few rungs on the career ladder—but beware, your
Sim could also experience the downside of these cards. When a
Career Chance Card appears, take a gamble and see what happens.
♦ Family Friends: Under the Job Performance meter there are two numbers. These

refer to the number of family friends needed for your Sim’s next promotion. The
bottom number is how many additional friends are needed for the promotion,
while the top number is how many friends your Sim currently has.

♦ Required Skills: Besides friends, your Sim needs a certain skill set to be able

to advance in his or her career. Look over at the Skill Bars. There are circles
around the skill levels your Sim needs in order to climb the career ladder.

♦ School Performance: Young Sims don’t have jobs, but they do go to school. For

the younger set, the Job Performance meter shows School Performance. Make
sure your youngsters do their homework and are sent off to school in a good
Mood. They perform better at school (and maybe their grades won’t scare their
parents).
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Does your Sim parent have good negotiating and dinner party
skills? If so, you may direct this Dad or Mom to convince the Private School Headmaster to enroll their child in Private School. A
Private School education can help with career advancement later
in life. Call the Headmaster over and try your chances.

Skills
To advance in their jobs, Sims need to build Skills. The skills necessary for promotion in a particular job vary from career to career, and from job level to job level
within that career. A Sim’s current skill levels are displayed on Skills Bars. Sims
can learn the following skills:
♦ Cooking: Sims with high Cooking skill can prepare a variety of delicious,

satisfying meals for themselves and their household.

♦ Mechanical: Sims with high Mechanical skill can repair broken objects in the

home faster than those with no skill in this area.

♦ Charisma: These Sims can please and persuade others. Sims with high Cha-

risma tell better jokes and stories.

♦ Body: Sims with high Body skill can win physical fights and withstand illness.
♦ Logic: Sims with high Logic can figure things out and excel at games of mental

skill.

♦ Creativity: Sims with high Creativity paint pictures good enough to sell for real

money.

♦ Cleaning: Sims with high Cleaning skills maintain healthful and beautiful

surroundings, inside and out.

Building Skills

To build Skills, Sims need Skill Objects (such as a chess set to increase Logic).
You can see a Sim’s Skill level improve by watching the Skill Progress Meter which
appears over the Sim’s head as they build Skill. If Sims aren’t in a very good
mood, they might refuse to spend the time and energy building Skill until you’ve
addressed some of their more basic needs.
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Sims can also increase Skills by doing real work. For example, a Sim can build
Mechanical skill by repairing broken objects. Sims can also learn Skills by watching TV or reading books.

Simology
Who are your Sims, really? Check out the Simology panel, where you find information on your Sim’s Personality, Interests, and Memories.
Personality
Personality affects the way Sims react to the world around them, how their needs
decay over time, what they like and don’t like to do, and how they interact with one
another. You can assign Personality Traits when you use the Create New Family
Tool (see p. 13). Otherwise, Personality Traits are inherited from a Sim’s parents.
In each Personality Trait Bar there is a white line that shows what
your Sim’s personality was at the time of birth (or creation). Sim
parents can help teach their children to be Nice or Neat. Options
in the Social Interactions pie menu between parent and child
include Encourage Niceness, among other teachable traits.

Click the Personality icon to open the Personality panel.
Sim Bio
♦ Click the Sim Bio icon to see or write a brief description of your Sim’s personal

history.

Personality Traits
There are ten Personality Traits, and each has an impact on a Sim’s behavior.
Personality Traits are grouped in pairs and represent opposite ends on a scale.
♦ Hover with your cursor over each Personality Trait. A Popup Info panel appears

that describes the trait and provides some clues as to how it might affect your
Sim’s behavior and relationships.

The Personality Trait pairs are as follows: Sloppy/Neat, Shy/Outgoing, Lazy/Active,
Serious/Playful, and Grouchy/Nice.
Fitness
The Fitness Meter gives you a quick read on your Sim’s fitness. If Fitness Levels
get too low, your Sim may gain weight. Time for a swim or a session on the
exercise machine.
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Interests
Interests are topics that Sims can talk about. Sims need Interests to carry on
satisfying conversations with other Sims and make friends. Buying magazines can
increase interests in particular areas. Once maximum Interest Levels are reached,
further interest building results in the weakening of another Interest.
♦ Hover over each Interest to see a Popup Info panel that describes the Interest

and suggests ways to build up interest in that area.

♦ Overall Interest Levels: The Interest Level Bar at the bottom of the Interests

panel shows you if your Sim still has room to build his/her Interests.

Older Sims with high level Interests can build Interests in younger
Sims by Sharing Interests, if their relationship is good enough. If
an interaction is accepted, your elder Sim builds the other Sim’s
Interest Levels.

Memories
Your Sim remembers significant life events as Memories. The Memory panel lets
you access the way your Sim perceives the past. Memory icons are arranged
chronologically.
Click the Memories icon in the Simology panel for a glimpse into your Sim’s past.
Hover with your cursor over each Memory icon to view the name of the Memory.
Click the Memory Icon to display a Popup Info panel that tells you more about the
specifics of the memory.
When a Sim is experiencing a memorable moment, the Memory Icon appears and
spins above their head. The moment is then stored in the Memory panel.
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Rewards

Rewards come in two flavors: Aspiration Rewards and Career Rewards. Each
Rewards Catalog provides deserving Sims with the chance to buy objects that
have the potential to help them out along life’s path.
♦ Click the Rewards icon to open the Rewards panel. Click the Aspiration or Ca-

reer Rewards button to see what objects are available for your Sim. The game
is paused when the Rewards Catalogs are open.

♦ Reward Objects that are available to your Sim are displayed in full color. Locked

Reward Objects are grayed out.

♦ Click to see a Popup Info panel that describes the Reward. You can get infor-

mation on any Reward Object, whether it is available to your Sim or not.

♦ Click the Reward Object to select it. You may now place the Reward Object onto

the lot. Click again to place the Reward Object when it is right where you want it.

Aspiration Rewards
Aspiration Rewards can be bought with Reward Points your Sim has accumulated
through achieving Wants. Whenever a Sim fulfills a Want, the number of Reward
Points given is displayed over the Sim’s head. Your Sim’s Reward Points are
displayed in the Aspiration Reward Catalog.
When you purchase and place one of the Aspiration Rewards in the game, the
points it costs are deducted from your Sim’s balance. Choose wisely, as Aspiration
Rewards are NOT refundable. Each Aspiration Reward has special uses that can
help your Sims achieve less attainable Wants. Any Sim in the household can use
the Aspiration Reward—but beware, there may be nasty consequences for the
user depending on his/her Aspiration Score.
Career Rewards
Career Rewards can help Sims boost Skill Levels so they can advance in their professions. Sims unlock certain Career Rewards when they reach certain job levels
within a career. When a Career Reward is placed in a household, it benefits everyone. The Reward helps further develop the successful Sim’s abilities, and it can be
used to teach other Sims in the household, improving their abilities as well.
Reward Objects that are available to your Sim are displayed in full color. Click the
object to place it in your Sim’s world.
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The Aging Sim

A Sim’s lifespan has six distinct stages, each with its own unique challenges and
opportunities. Babies become Toddlers who grow to be Children. Then we enter the
world of the Teen. Teens mature into Adults, who then become Elders in their Sim
Neighborhoods—passing on any wisdom they may have gained during their lives.
♦ Age Transition: When a Sim is ready to age transition, a Notice appears in the

upper right hand corner of the game screen. Any time after seeing this Notice,
you can use the phone to throw a Birthday Party for your Sim. Don’t worry, your
Sim matures into the next stage whether you throw them a party or not.

Sim families may experience the joys of pregnancy and giving birth. When Sims
reach the end of their lives, they die of old age. Depending on Joseph Sim’s Aspiration Score, he may live a longer, more fulfilled life or die at an earlier age, his time
in this world shortened by the constant despair and anxiety of unfulfilled Wants
and realized Fears.
♦ Sickness: Sims do get sick, and can pass illness on to other Sims. Sickness is not

good for Mood, Hygiene, or Environment. Your Sims need rest when they fall ill.
You can freeze the aging process using a game cheat. Press

v + q + C. In the Cheat Entry Window that appears

in the upper left of the gamescreen, type the command “Aging
off” and press e. To turn the sands of time back on, bring
up the Cheat Entry Window again and type the command “Aging
on” and press e.

Moving Out
Adult and Elder Sims can make the decision to Move Out through choices available
when using the newspaper or computer. They don’t have to hoof it alone; they can
take other family members with them. These offshoot families are moved to the
Families Bin, from where you can move them to a new lot. Adult and Elder Sims can
also join an existing household through marriage or by invitation. If they are invited,
they can bring other family members along as well.
Life Insurance (Inheritance)
While an aged Sim’s death may cause grief for his friends and family, they may
cheer up when they receive the dearly departed’s stash of Simoleons. When a Sim
dies of old age, a message appears that lets you and your Sims know that the SimCity Insurance Company is there for you in your time of loss. It lists the Sims who
benefit from the Elder Sim’s policy. The money isn’t deducted from the dead Sim’s
family. The amount received by each Sim is based on their Lifetime Relationship
36 with Grandpa, and on Grandpa’s Aspiration Score at the time of his death.

Interactions
Objects and Sim Friends and Family play many roles in a Sim’s world. Interactions
with either can satisfy Needs, build Skills, or develop Interests, among other things.

Interacting with Objects
♦ Click an Object to direct your Sim to interact with it. An Interaction Menu displays how your Sim might use that Object. If the Object has no available Interactions for your Sim, the cursor appears gray when you hover over the object.
♦ To cancel an Interaction menu choice, right-click your mouse or click anywhere

on the gamescreen off of the menu. You can also press s.
There are a few Objects that are particularly helpful in Sim lives.
Phones
Phones are the key to many services and opportunities beyond the Sim household.
Your Sim needs to use the phone to…
♦ Invite a friend over (or arrange to meet someone at a Community Lot)
♦ Order pizza or groceries
♦ Call for services (e.g., housekeeping or exterminators)
♦ Call emergency services (e.g., Police or Fire Departments)
♦ Call a taxi for transport to and from a Community Lot
♦ Call work to take time off or announce retirement

 hones are also necessary to Throw A Party. Parties help Sims soP
cialize and build friendships. Sims can throw four kinds of parties—
Birthday, Wedding, Golden Anniversary, and simple get-togethers.
Buy your Sim’s party supplies in the Miscellaneous Category of the
Buy Catalog. Parties can be great Mood boosters, if successful.

Mirrors and Wardrobes
To help your Sims make style changes or to get ready for a big party, you need a
Mirror.
♦ Click any Mirror and select CHANGE APPEARANCE from the Interaction menu.

Change clothing, hair, accessories, and more.
Head to the community clothing store to stock up on new duds, or you can always
design your own. Buy a Wardrobe to keep all of your Sim’s clothes at hand for any
occasion.
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Interacting with Other Sims

Relationships with other Sims fulfill several Needs and Wants for your Sim, among
other things. Social Interactions can improve or degrade your Sim’s relationships.
To initiate an Interaction with another Sim, click that Sim. A Social Interaction menu
displays the different Social Interactions available between the two selected Sims.
The Social Interaction menu you see is decided by the quality of your Sim’s Relationship with the other Sim, as well as her Age and Personality. Just because you direct
your Sim to initiate a Social Interaction doesn’t mean it will succeed. The other Sim
can reject the Interaction, depending on how they are feeling at the moment.
Interaction Queue
Whenever you assign an action (Interaction) to a Sim, an icon for that action appears in the upper left of your game screen. These icons are the Interaction Queue
and they let you know what your Sim is up to.
♦ Hover your mouse over one of the Interaction Queue icons to see a tooltip that

describes the action. You can command your Sim to perform up to eight consecutive actions at a time.

♦ To delete an action in the queue, click the action icon. A red X appears and then

the interaction disappears. Actions that follow in the queue move into the open
chronological slot.

Autonomous Interactions
At times, Sims choose their own course of action. Sims’ Autonomous Interactions
also appear in the Interaction Queue. Usually, Autonomous Interactions give way
to your directions unless your Sim is acting out of dire circumstance. Sims with
low Aspiration Scores are apt to act autonomously. Younger Sims regress and
lapse into behaviors unbecoming of their ages. Older Sims act unproductively and
erratically. Don’t worry, you can cancel Autonomous Interactions with a click of your
mouse.
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Buy Mode
Knowing a smart buy can ensure your Sim’s happiness. As you play, you learn how
different objects impact your Sims.
Ready to make some purchases? Click the Buy Mode button on the UCP.
♦ When in Buy Mode, the game is paused. When you return to Live Mode, the game

resumes at the previously set speed.

General Tools
Hand Tool
When you enter Buy Mode, your cursor automatically becomes the Hand Tool. The
Hand Tool lets you move and rotate objects.
Arranging/Rearranging Objects
♦ The Hand Tool is the default tool when you enter Buy Mode. If it isn’t currently
selected, click the Hand Tool. When the cursor is over an object that can be
moved it changes to the Hand Tool symbol.
♦ To move something with the Hand Tool, click the object and release. Now you

can move the object into exactly the right position on any floor of the house.

♦ To rotate an object, click and hold with the Hand Tool. The cursor changes to two

arrows. Drag your mouse left or right or press < and > to rotate the object.
When you are satisfied with the object’s orientation, release the mouse button.

♦ As you move that newly purchased piece around, the footprint display appears

green when the location works and red when it doesn’t. Small pointers indicate
the front of the object.

♦ Got the spot? Click the left mouse button. The Hand Tool releases the object.
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Deleting Objects (or How Do I Get Rid of This Chair?)
Here’s how to delete an object from your Sims’ environment while in Buy Mode.
1. Click the object with the Hand Tool.
2. Move your cursor to the Buy Mode panel and click to sell the object (or press
m while the object is attached to the cursor). The resale value of the object
is displayed in the panel, which is helpful for more painful decisions.
♦ Once deleted, the object’s current value is added back to the family funds.

Objects usually depreciate in value, so you probably won’t get back the same
amount of money you spent on the object.

♦ Regrets? Click to return the object to the house or lot or press s before you

press m.

HINT: You might delete an object to make room for something new, but keep

in mind that you can use Design Mode to change the look of an object.
Save Simoleons by refurbishing rather than buying new.

Eyedropper Tool
Don’t feel like cruising through the catalog to find a matching bookshelf? With the
Eyedropper Tool you can quickly identify objects for purchase.
♦ Click the Eyedropper Tool. The cursor changes to an eyedropper. Now hover over

an object. The name of the item appears.

Y ou can use this with walls and floors too! The game switches to Build
Mode if you use the Eyedropper Tool for these structural elements.
♦ If you click an object with the Eyedropper Tool, the identical item appears

attached to your cursor. You can now place and rotate the object to the desired
position. The catalog displays the selected object so you can check the price
before deciding to spend your hard-earned Simoleons.

♦ Remember that when you click to place the object, you have purchased it and

are charged accordingly.

♦ Don’t want it? Press s to remove the object from the cursor.
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Design Tool
Exercise your inner decorator with the Design Tool. Use this tool to update or
improve objects your Sims already own. It might cost a little, but you’re worth it,
and it is much less expensive than buying an entirely new object.
♦ Click the Design Tool icon.
♦ Hover over an object. If it comes with design options, they appear highlighted.
♦ Click the object. If the object has design options, the moveable Design Palette

window displays the choices and redesign cost for that piece. Sometimes more
than one element of an object can be changed. Scroll to view all available
choices. All options are displayed in the palette.

♦ Click the thumbnails to change the object’s appearance. When you have the
look you want (the object changes on your screen), click the Accept icon (✔) on

the Design Palette.

If you decide you can live with plaid a little longer, click the Cancel icon (X).

Day/Night View
Sims thrive on light, day and night. Want to make sure your lighting purchases
adequately illuminate the gloom?
Click the Day/Night View icon. This lets you temporarily switch between daytime
and nighttime viewing. Time of day is not affected.

Undo and Redo
You can undo every shopping decision, rearrangement, and redesign you’ve made
since you entered Buy Mode. Oops! Want some of it back? There’s redo too.
♦ To undo an action, click the Undo icon on the Buy Mode panel. You can undo

all actions (except Day/Night View). Bought the wrong chair? Clicking Undo
removes it and credits the purchase price back to your Sims. Keep clicking to
negate previous actions.

♦ You do want the chair you just undid? Click the Redo icon.

Go Up/Down a Floor
Click to move vertically about your house. You can also press π and r to
accomplish the same thing.
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The Buy Mode Catalog
Everything to satisfy your Sim’s desires is available for purchase in the Buy Mode
Catalog (Residential or Community).
Comfort
Sort by Function

Decorative
Surfaces
Plumbing

Sort by Collection
Electronics
Hobbies
Sort by Room
Appliances
Lighting
Miscellaneous

Residential Buy Mode Catalog
The Catalog is organized into three sorts. Objects can be viewed by function, by
room, and by collection. Both function and room sorts contain all the objects in the
Catalog. Collections help you organize objects.
Sort by Function
To organize the catalog by function, click the Sort by Function icon. The function
categories listed below appear. Within each category are subsorts that break
down the catalog even further to help you as you shop. Click a category, such as
Comfort, to see its subsorts (chairs, beds, etc.). When you select Beds, all the beds
in the catalog are displayed.
Each category includes an All subsort. Click the All subsort to see
every object in that category.

Want to return to the main Sort by Function level? When you choose one of the main
categories of the function sort, a Back button is added to the Sort by Function icon.
Click the Back button to close the category and return to the main Sort by Function
level of the catalog.
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Sort by Room
Need to equip your Sims’ living room? View the Buy Mode Catalog by room.
♦ Click the Sort by Room icon. Room categories are Living Room, Dining Room,

Bedroom, Study, Outside, Kitchen, Kids, and Bathroom. Each category has objects for that particular room. And, of course, within each category are subsorts.

♦ Room category subsorts are the same for each room, and are identical to Sort

by Function categories (Comfort, Surfaces, Decorative, Plumbing, Appliances,
Electronics, Lighting, Hobbies, and Miscellaneous). Not every room sort category
has objects in every subsort. For instance, you probably don’t need a cooking
range in the bathroom. In this case, the subsort icon appears as an outline.

♦ Forget which room you are furnishing? Not to fear, the icon for the Room cat-

egory you selected is displayed above the subsort categories.

Want to return to the main Sort by Room level? When you choose one of the main
categories of the room sort, a Back button is added to the Sort by Room icon. Click
the Back button to close the category and return to the main Sort by Room level of
the catalog.
Sort by Collection
You can create Collections of objects that you want grouped together (e.g., items
with polka dots). Collections can be shared between Buy and Build Modes. Collections created by you or others can include objects from either of these modes (with
the exception of Build Tools). You might want a collection that includes chairs and
tables, as well as certain window and door styles.
Browsing a Collection
♦ To access a collection, click the Collections button. We have provided a few

collections to get you going.

♦ Check out the Central Asian Collection. Scroll through the Collections folders

and click the Central Asian Collection icon.

♦ A side panel appears, showing the objects in this collection. Anything Moroccan

from the Buy or Build Mode Catalog appears in this collection. You can browse
and purchase objects directly from here.

♦ To remove objects from the collection, click the Remove from Collection icon in

the lower right corner.
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Creating a New Collection

1. Click the Collections button to get to the Sort by Collection panel.
2. Click the Create New Collection button in the lower left hand corner. Type in a
name for your Collection, and then choose a folder icon. Click the Accept (✔)
icon and the folder icon appears in the Collections list.
Y ou can also choose Create New Collection from the Add to Collection
dialog (see below).
3. To add an object to a collection, go to the Sort by Room or Sort by Function
catalog view.
4. Select an object and click the Add to Collection button in the Popup Info panel.
5. Choose a collection folder from the Select a Collection dialog box.
6. Click the Accept button to add the object to that collection. If you go back into
Sort by Collection and look at that collection—there it is. You can put the same
object into multiple Collections.
7. Changed your mind about adding an object to a Collection? Click the Cancel
button.
Deleting a Collection
♦ Click the Collections button to get to the Sort by Collection panel.
♦ First, click the offending collection to select it. Now click the Delete Collection

button in the Collections area. Don’t worry, the objects are still there … only the
collection is gone. Use Sort by Function or Sort by Room to find them.

Community Buy Mode Catalog
You want to outfit the community swimming pool? Buying and building on community lots doesn’t cost you (or your Sims) even one Simoleon.
Within each Community Buy Mode Catalog category, objects are grouped into
subsorts based on function (Comfort, Surfaces, Decorative, Plumbing, Appliances,
Electronics, Lighting, Hobbies, and Miscellaneous). The icon for the category (with
a Back button) is displayed above each subsort (so you remember where you are).
Click the Back button when you wish to return to the main catalog selections.
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Buying From the Buy Mode Catalogs
You’ve browsed and now you’ve found the perfect chair for the kitchen table. Ready
to buy?

View display to see how well this item fulfills certain needs

♦ Move your cursor over the object of your desire in the catalog and a tooltip

displays the cost of the object. Not enough Simoleons in your budget? The
thumbnail is outlined in red.

♦ Want more information before you buy? Click your selection and the Popup Info

panel appears with info that includes the primary needs the object fulfills.

♦ If you have design options, the Popup Info panel displays your choices. You can

change the metal, wood, and/or fabric at no additional cost. If you can change
more than one aspect of an object, the options are displayed in two different
rows in the Popup Info panel. See the design you prefer? Click the appropriate
thumbnail.

♦ To purchase an object, click its thumbnail in the Catalog or in the Popup Info

panel. Now move the cursor into the Game Window. The object is attached to the
cursor, which is set to the Hand Tool. When you have placed the object, its cost
is deducted from your Sim’s funds.
Want more than one? HOLD q when placing the object, and
another appears attached to your cursor, allowing you to place
multiple copies for that unified look. Some objects, such as dining
chairs, do this automatically.

♦ Want to expand your view? To see more choices at once, click the Expand Cata-

log icon. To return to the default display, click the Collapse icon.
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Build Mode
Limited only by your Sims’ pocketbooks, you can test your ideas of form, function, and flow. Or design a community structure and build to your heart’s content,
unhampered by worries about cost. It all happens in Build Mode.
♦ Click the Build Mode button on the UCP to enter Build Mode. When you enter

Build Mode, the game is paused. When you return to Live Mode, the game
resumes at the previously set speed.

♦ Each Lot has a designated area that you can build on or landscape. For some

construction elements (e.g., flooring), a global grid shows where you can build
or place objects. For other elements (e.g., stairs), a grid displays under your
cursor as you roll over the area showing where you can build or place objects.

♦ Houses can have a maximum of three floors, plus a foundation and a roof.

General Tools
Most of the General Tools in Build Mode work the same as corresponding tools in
Buy Mode. See pp. 39–41 for more information on the Hand Tool, Eyedropper Tool,
Design Tool, Day/Night View, Undo, Redo, and Go Up/Down a Floor.

Top-Down View
♦ Click the Top-Down View icon to set your camera in the skies. The UCP naviga-

tional controls or the right mouse button work the same in this view, so you can
use them to pan around the lot and to zoom in and out. To bring your camera
back to earth, click the Top-Down View icon again.
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The Build Mode Catalog
Doors and
Wall
Garage
Windows
Coverings
Staircases
Wall Tool
Flooring

Terrain
Roofing
Foundations
Garden
and Decks
Center

Miscellaneous

All the tools and objects you need to construct a house, landscape the lot, and
add fine architectural detail are in the Build Mode Catalog.
Build Mode is organized into Build Tools and Collections. Build Tools include tools
and objects in categories and subcategories. You need to select a category before
any of the tools or objects are displayed.

Browsing Build Tools
Build Tools groups tools and objects by function. And the categories are: Wall
Tool, Doors & Windows, Flooring, Wall Coverings, Staircases, Foundations &
Decks, Terrain, Garden Center, Roofing, Garages, and Miscellaneous.
♦ Click a Build Tools category. The set of subtools is displayed and the Back

button appears with the Build Tools icon.

♦ Within a category and subtool, there may be more tools and objects to browse.

Scroll among your choices using the arrow keys or the scroll bar. To see more
options in the catalog at once, click the Expand icon. Click the Collapse icon to
return the catalog to the default display.

♦ Click the Back button to return to the main Build Tools catalog.

Constructing with Build Tools
The items in Build Tools all work differently. Some of the tools operate as
objects—use the cursor to place them in your Sim’s world. Some are tools that
allow you to build various elements. Here’s how they work:
♦ Click the tool you want to use and move the cursor into the Game Window.
♦ When you place the object or use the selected tool, the cost of the item or tool

rental is deducted from the Sim’s funds.

♦ For objects, the cost is displayed in the tooltip that appears when you hover

over the item in the catalog. If you cannot afford a selected object, its thumbnail is outlined in red.
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♦ For tools, costs increase the more you use that tool. As you level terrain, the

Simoleons fly. The cost is displayed in yellow as you use the tool and in red if
you can’t afford to continue.

♦ Unsure of a particular tool’s usefulness? To learn more about a tool or object,

click its thumbnail in the catalog. This brings up the Popup Info panel that tells
you how to use that tool or object, how much it costs to use, and may give you
additional style choices.

♦ To delete an object, select it using the Hand Tool. Move your cursor to the Build

Mode panel and click to delete it (or press m while the object is attached to
the cursor). If you delete or sell back a Build Mode object you are refunded the
depreciated value.

♦ To delete most architectural elements press v in combination with the

selected tool (see below). Architectural elements return their purchase price to
your Sim’s coffers no matter how long they have been in use.

The Build Tools
The tools of the trade. In general, pressing q with a tool gets you more of that
structure. Press v with the tool to remove structures.
Hint: When building a first house for your family, keep a few basics in mind.

Don’t break the bank. Build to match the needs and number of Sims in
your family.

Wall Tool
Drag walls out to divide spaces and create entire rooms. Use the Wall Tool to draw
a single wall or the Room Tool to drag out a whole room. Press v with these
tools to remove walls.
Doors and Windows
You won’t have a house with flow if your Sims can’t get in or out. Doors and windows must be placed in walls. To remove doors and windows, pick them up using
the Hand tool and press m or hold v while clicking the object.
The subsorts in this category are: Doors; Single Story Windows; Multi Story
Windows—place these beauties on walls that span more than one level and let
the sun shine in; Archways—entryways without doors, useful for interiors; and
All—every door and window at your disposal.
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Flooring
Your one-stop shop for covering terrain, foundations, decks, and floors. If you
have added a diagonal wall that cuts across tiles, the Flooring Tool allows you to
choose floor material for either side of the wall independently. You may choose to
go industrial with a Poured Concrete floor, or choose from Stone, Wood, Tile, Brick,
Carpet, Linoleum, and Miscellaneous. Use the All subcategory to see all flooring
options at once.
♦ To lay flooring, select your floor covering and click to place one tile at a

time. Click and drag to place several tiles at a time, or q-click to fill an
entire room. If you click and drag this tool out on terrain, you’ll level the terrain
at the same time. Press v with this tool to remove floors.
v-click and drag removes flooring from a whole section.

Wall Coverings
Choose from Brick, Masonry, Siding, Poured, Paint, Wallpaper, Tile, and Paneling.
♦ To apply surfaces to foundations or walls, select the wall covering you want to

apply and click a wall. Click and drag over a series of walls to paint a whole
section. Press q when clicking to paint the entire interior or exterior of a
room. Press v with your selection to remove a wall covering. You can
also press v + click and drag the mouse to remove a wall treatment
from a whole section or press v + q-click to remove wallpaper from
an entire interior or exterior of a room.

Staircases
You must have a room on the level above in order to place a staircase. The footprint remains in red until you have positioned the staircase in a valid location. To
remove staircases, pick them up using the Hand Tool and press m.
Connecting Stairs
These stairs adapt to any elevation, letting your Sims get up onto foundations and
decks. Stairs also work on slopes too steep to traverse otherwise. Click at the spot
on a foundation or deck surface where you envision the top of the stairs, and they
extend down to the first available landing spot. A green outline appears if you have
placed the tool in a valid location. If it’s red, look for another spot.
v-click the stairs to remove them.
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Railing Tool
Use the Railing Tool to add railings to Connecting Stairs or Staircases. Place the
railing at a location on the stairs. Press v with this tool to remove the
railings. The Railing Tool self-selects the style of railing depending on the type of
stairs. If you built Art Nouveau stairs, the added railing is automatically built in
the same style.
Foundations & Decks
You don’t actually need a foundation to build, but your house has a more realistic
appearance if you have one. Foundations must be placed on terrain. Decks can be
placed on terrain, or, if you want to build a multi-story deck, press q while
building atop a lower level existing deck to stack them. Press v with this
tool to remove unwanted features.
If you build your house on a foundation, you need to build Connecting Stairs down from the foundation. Otherwise your Sims
won’t be able to get into the house. Same thing if you have
placed a deck in front of the door.

Terrain
Terrain Tools change elevation and terrain type and create water features. Select
the brush size for your Terrain Tool by clicking one of the three Brush Size icons
(small, medium, or large) on the panel. Select Brush Size for every Terrain Tool
except Level Terrain.
Change a lot’s terrain for building purposes, or for aesthetics and recreation. Be
aware—you cannot change terrain under an existing house or object.
Elevation
L evel Terrain Tool: Click or click and drag this tool to level the terrain.
All terrain in the rectangular region becomes level with the tile where
you started use of the tool.
R aise Terrain Tool: Click to raise the terrain level for a particular tile
or click and hold to raise the terrain level for the entire area within the
circle.
L ower Terrain Tool: Make dramatic valleys or get rid of troublesome
mounds in the way of construction. Click to lower the terrain level for
a particular tile or click and hold to lower terrain for the entire area
within the circle.
Terrain types
Create grass, sand, or dirt on your lot’s ground. Click and drag to change terrain
in the circled area. v-click deletes the terrain cover you added and returns
it to base texture.
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Water
Place water features with this tool. Once you have reached water level, click the
Water Tool repeatedly to make your pond deeper. To delete your water feature, use
the Level Terrain Tool.
Garden Center
All plants must be placed on terrain. To remove plantings, pick them up using the
Hand Tool and press m. Categories are Trees, Flowers, and Shrubs. The All
subsort allows you to see all garden items at once.
Roofing
Check out the different styles by selecting Roofing, then selecting Roof Types,
Dormers, Roof Patterns, or the Auto Roof tool.
♦ To create a roof, first select a Roof Type. Your cursor changes to the Roof Types

Tool cursor.

♦ Click the top of existing walls and drag out your roof. Start by clicking where

you want one corner of the roof, then hold and drag the cursor to the opposite
corner. A preview of the roof appears as you drag the cursor. If you are having
trouble drawing the roof where you want it, use the Floor Up and Floor Down
buttons to make sure you’re building on the correct level.

♦ Like what you see? Release the mouse button, and the roof, eaves (or edges),

and necessary walls appear. v-click a roof to remove it.

 he space directly under your roof is probably too tight for funcT
tional use unless you put in a Dormer (see p. 51).

Roof Types
There are six different roof types: Long Gable, Short Gable, Hipped, Mansard, Shed
Gable, and Shed Hipped. A thumbnail of each roof type appears in the Roof Types
menu.
Dormers
Dormers are small rooms with a roof that you can insert into an existing roof. Dormers are placed much like objects, and can be rotated before they are placed. Use
the Wall and Roof Tools to refine Dormer shape or to delete a dormer all together.
Roof Patterns
These are materials that you can use to give your roof the appearance you want.
The Roof Pattern you choose is applied to all roofs on your lot.
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Auto Roof Tool
The Auto Roof Tool roofs all indoor (enclosed) rooms on the lot at once, in the style
of your choice. Any existing roof is removed to make room for the new house topper
unless you select to preserve existing roofs. Click the Auto Roof Tool button and
select hipped or gabled auto roof. You can edit your new roof using any of the Roof
Tools. If you decide you hate the new look, don’t forget that the Undo/Redo buttons
are there for those with regrets.
Click the Auto Roof Tool to see your choices. Click the Preserve Existing Roofs icon
to keep any roofing you have already built intact. It is highlighted green when you
have selected this function. When you select one of the Auto Roof options, the view
automatically switches to the top floor with the roof up.
Miscellaneous
Some structural items that don’t quite fit anywhere else.
C olumns: Use these objects to support upper floors. Columns are an
excellent way to create a deck or balcony. Each column supports nine
upper story floor tiles. To remove columns, pick them up using the
Hand Tool and press m.
F ireplaces: Place a Fireplace to add light, warmth, and beauty to a
Sim’s home. If you place a fireplace in a house with multiple levels,
notice that the chimney extends all the way up through the roof of the
highest floor. To remove a fireplace, pick it up using the Hand Tool and
press m. Don’t forget to install a smoke detector if you decide to
equip your house with a fireplace.
S wimming Pools: Drag using this tool to dig a nice pool in which your
Sims can play and exercise. You can only create rectangular-shaped
pools—sorry. Press v with the Pool Tool to remove the pool.
Don’t forget! You need a ladder and diving board so that your Sims
can get into and (most importantly) out of the pool!
F ence Tool & Gates: Fences are dragged out like walls, and can
be built on uneven terrain. Press q with the tool to drag out a
rectangle. Press v in conjunction with this tool to remove the
offending fence. You need Gates to get in and out of fenced areas.
Gates must be placed into existing fences.

Build Collections
Collections work the same way in Build Mode as they do in Buy Mode (see p. 39).
Access Collections from either Build or Buy Modes. Collections are shared across
the two modes. A collection can have objects from both Buy and Build Modes.
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Story Mode
Story Mode lets you create and share the real stories behind your Sims’ everyday
lives. You can create stories for families or entire neighborhoods. Follow your Sims
through the generations …what deep secrets exist? Create stories in Story Mode
by combining snapshots you take of your Sims with your own words.
♦ Taking Pictures: Click the Camera Snapshot button in the UCP to take a picture

of the screen in Live, Buy, or Build Modes. Yup, you even hear the “click.”

♦ Camera Options: To change any photo display such as size or quality, go to

Camera Options in the Options panel (see p. 59). Changes here do not affect
photos you have already taken.

Ready to arrange the snapshots and add a storyline? Here’s how you get started,
whether you are creating a story for a single family or for a neighborhood:
♦ For Family Stories, click the Story Mode button (or press ¢) on the UCP. The

game is paused whenever you are creating family sagas.

♦ For Neighborhood Stories, click the Neighborhood Story button (or press ¢)

in the Neighborhood Control panel. This opens the Neighborhood Story panel.
Click EDIT NEIGHBORHOOD STORY to go into Story Mode to add or change the
story.

♦ To name your story, click the text in the upper left corner to highlight. Type in

your title. You can change the name at any time.

Anytime you wish to exit Story Mode, click the Close button.
There are two basic functions in Story Mode: Organize Story and Edit Story.
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Organize Story
It’s time to arrange your pictures to tell a story.

Snapshot Bins

Story List

Snapshot Bins display all the snapshots you have taken in The Sims 2 Double Deluxe. Click one of the Snapshot Bin icons to see your work. Snapshots are displayed
in the order taken. Scroll left or right to see more pics.
You can access all of your Snapshots from either the Family Snapshot Bin or
Neighborhood Snapshot Bin to illustrate your Story.

Adding Snapshots
Ready to add a Snapshot to illustrate your Story?
Click the selection’s thumbnail. A larger version of your photo appears above the
selected Snapshot Bin.
C lick the Add to Story arrow to add the photo to the Story List. Once you
add a Snapshot to the Story, it is removed from its Snapshot Bin.
T o delete a snapshot from its Snapshot Bin, select it and then click the
Delete Snapshot button.
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The Story List

The Story List displays your Story in pictures you have selected and arranged. When
you add a Snapshot to the Story List, it is placed before the picture you have currently selected in the Story List.
♦ Changing Snapshot Order: Select the Snapshot you want to move and click

either the Move Entry Up or Move Entry Down buttons until you get it to the right
place.

♦ Remove Snapshot from Story List: If you want to remove a Snapshot from your

Story, select the picture and then click the Remove Entry button. The Snapshot
goes back into its appropriate Snapshot Bin.

Edit Story
You’ve got the visual part of your Story, now you need to flesh it out with words. You
can choose to edit your Story in one of two different formats, Album or Blog.

Edit Album
In Edit Album you can add text to the Snapshots in your Story List. The Story looks
like a photo album—there is one Snapshot per page with its accompanying text.
♦ Adding Text: Click the Edit Album button. Add the written part of your story by

typing in the text field. Scroll forward or back in the album by using the Next
and Previous buttons.

♦ Remove an Entry: To delete an entry from the album, click the Remove Entry

button. The text will be deleted, but the Snapshot goes back to its original
Snapshot Bin.
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Edit Blog
You can view and edit your Story while viewing several entries at once (sort of like a
comic strip panel). Click the Edit Blog button and your Snapshots and text appear
on one page, arranged from the top down, four at a time. To edit or add text, click in
the text field of the appropriate Snapshot. To delete a piece of your Story, click the
Remove Entry button that appears in the corner for each entry. The text is deleted,
and the Snapshot goes back to its original Snapshot Bin.
Creating photo albums is not the only way to chronicle Sim life.
Make your own Sims Home Movies! Click the Video Camera in the
UCP to record an .avi of your Sims. Use any Movie Editing software to edit your footage to create a clip that captures the essence
of your Sims.

P
 ackaging Your Story to
TheSims2.com
Why keep your Story to yourself when you can Package it up and share it with the
world at TheSims2.com?
Your Story appears on the website in the format you choose (Album or Blog). And
don’t worry if you keep adding to a Story you’ve already uploaded—when you
Package a Story you’ve already sent to TheSims2.com, the version on the website
is updated to reflect new developments and changes. You can Package your Story
from either Edit Album or Edit Story Page in Story Mode.
♦ Packaging Your Story: Make sure you have an active Internet connection. Click

the Package Album to TheSims2.com or Package Blog to TheSims2.com button.
A dialog box prompts you to login. For login instructions, see p. 60.

♦ Follow the online instructions to post your Story or Blog.
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Options

Choose your ideal game settings or create your own soundtrack for home construction!
♦ Access Options from the UCP, the Neighborhood Control panel, or from Create New

Family. Click the Options icon. Make your choices within each selection panel.

♦ Want to return to the Default settings? In each Options panel there is a Default

Settings button in the bottom right corner. Click it and you are back to the
original settings.

G
 raphics/Performance 		
Options
The Sims 2 Double Deluxe automatically sets the Graphics/Performance Options to
ensure the best performance based on your computer specifications. If you make
changes, simply click the Default Settings button to return to these auto-detected
settings. To optimize performance on your system, you can experiment with the quality settings in this area. Most options are self-explanatory. Others are listed below.
♦ Graphic Effects: Control the appearance and frequency of special effects, such

as steam and clouds.

♦ Sim/Object Detail: Sets the graphic detail for objects and Sims. HIGH offers

greater geometry detail.

♦ Screen Size: You may need to scroll to see all the choices. The minimum

resolution is 800 x 600, the maximum is as high as your monitor or video card
supports. When you select a new screen size, the image on your screen changes
to the new setting. Confirm the change if you are satisfied, or revert back to the
previous setting.

♦ UI Transparency: Controls the translucency of the user interface. This option

affects game performance more if the screen size is set to 800 x 600.

♦ Use Square Pixels: At some screen resolutions your screen may appear

“stretched”—click ON to address this.

♦ Object Hiding: Choose whether you see more or fewer objects on different floors

of the house you are currently playing. Choose ON to improve game performance.
 hanges you make to all graphic settings do not take effect until
C
you click the Apply Changes button.
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Audio Options
All Audio Features (voices, music, etc.) of the game can be adjusted for volume.
To mute a feature, click the “X” to the left of the volume bar. To adjust sound
quality, move the Audio Quality slider. Higher sound quality slows down game
performance.
Use Audio Options to select the soundtracks for different game functions. You can
play any of the music in the panel by selecting the song. Click the Play Button that
appears. Click the Stop Button when you’ve heard enough. The song is enabled
when the circle is filled with a dot.
♦ Stereo: Select which songs are played for each music category (techno, metal,

etc.). The categories represent different radio stations available on your Sims’
stereos. This music plays only in Live Mode when your Sims are listening to the
radio or stereo.

♦ Select the playlists for Buy and Build Modes, Neighborhood, or for when you are

working with the Create A Family Tool.

If you want to listen to your own songs, just go to
\My Documents\EA GAMES\The Sims 2\Music folder and drop your
.wav or .mp3 files in the appropriate folder. The songs are then
available in the Audio Options panel. The Music folder is generated after you have played the game once, so don’t look for it right
after you have installed the game.

Game Options
These options control various game-wide settings. Most options are self-explanatory. Others are listed below.
♦ Edge Scrolling: When ON, your Sim world automatically scrolls when you move

your cursor to the edge of the screen.

♦ Sim while Minimized: When ON, The Sims 2 Double Deluxe continues to run

even when you switch to a different application. When OFF, the game pauses if
you a-t to a different program.

♦ Free Will: Choose ON if you want your Sims to have the free will to make

autonomous decisions. If OFF, you control every moment of their lives. The Free
Will setting applies only to the household you are currently playing.
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Camera Options
Camera Options let you control settings for the Game Camera, Camera Snapshot,
and Video Capture. For more information on Video Capture and Camera Snapshots, see p. 19. Most options are self-explanatory. Others are listed below.
♦ Picture in Picture Window: When ENABLED, the game displays a smaller win-

dow inside the game screen when important events take place. So if a burglar
enters your Sim’s house, the action unfolds live in a smaller screen. If you click
the smaller screen, you are taken directly to the site of the event. You can close
the Picture in Picture Window anytime. It closes on its own when the event is
over. If this option is DISABLED, it improves game performance.

♦ Special Event Camera: When ENABLED, the game automatically takes control

of the camera for special events. When Miguel is experiencing his first kiss, the
camera automatically swoops in for a close-up. If this option is DISABLED, it
improves game performance.

♦ Neighborhood Camera Drift: When ENABLED, the camera drifts slowly in the

Neighborhood screen. If this option is DISABLED, it improves game performance.

♦ Video Capture Quality: If you set the Video Quality to HIGH, the Sound Capture

is automatically disabled. You can turn the Sound Capture back on, but it may
affect performance. The HIGH & UNCOMPRESSED setting produces very high
quality video, but takes up a large amount of hard drive space.

♦ Maximum Video Recording Time: The time (in seconds) is limited only by the

amount of space available in your hard drive. The Video Recorder saves files in
AVI format to your \My Documents\EA GAMES\The Sims 2\Movies folder.
 epending on your computer’s performance, you may not be able
D
to capture sound at the HIGH quality setting.

Credits
Who made The Sims 2 Double Deluxe come to life? Click the Credits icon to see
who did what.
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Additional Features
Create A Neighborhood
In the Main menu where you select the Neighborhood you wish to play, you can
select Create Custom Neighborhood to design an entirely new arena where your
Sims can live, interact, and plant family trees.
♦ Click the Create Custom Neighborhood icon in the Neighborhood Chooser panel

of the Main menu.

♦ Click to choose a terrain template for your neighborhood. The selected terrain

template appears in the display window. Click the Load Template button to
accept the choice.

♦ Decide upon a Neighborhood Name and enter a Neighborhood Description.

Select a terrain type for this Neighborhood. Click the Load Neighborhood button
to load your new neighborhood.

♦ Write the Neighborhood Story or wait until you know a little more about this new

world. Use the Neighborhood Decorations Tools to decorate your neighborhood
with landmarks, trees, and other items.

Your new Neighborhood now appears in the Neighborhood Chooser panel along
with your other Neighborhoods.

D
 ownload/Upload
Custom Content
IMPORTANT INFORMATION ON THE EA ONLINE SERVICE, INCLUDING AVAILABILITY, CAN BE FOUND AT
www.ea.com. ONLINE SERVICE FOR THIS TITLE MAY BE DISCONTINUED AND IS NOT GUARANTEED.

Click the Custom Content Browser button to access TheSims2.com. A Login Dialog
asks you to enter your user name and password. You can set these up when you
install the game by using the Electronic Registration. If you did not create a user
name or password during installation, you can do so at any time. The Electronic
Registration can be found in the Start Menu under Programs > EA GAMES > The
Sims 2 Double Deluxe.
If you check Auto Login when you access the website from the game, you are
automatically logged in if you wish to access TheSims2.com again.
After you log in, you have access to The Sims 2 Double Deluxe content from
TheSims2.com.
Download Custom Content by following the instructions on the website. After your
content is downloaded, it automatically appears in the appropriate catalogs in the
game and is always indicated by the Custom Content icon. You can use it right away.
Delete any of the Custom Content you have downloaded by selecting its thumb60 nail, then click the trash bin icon to delete.

Packaging Lots or Families
Lots and families can be uploaded to the web by clicking the Package Lot button
found on the More Information panel of the Lot Popup Info panel. What do you do?
First, make sure you have an Internet connection. Next, select a lot. Now click the
Package Lot to TheSims2.com icon. Use your user name and password to login to
TheSims2.com. Write a description (this appears on TheSims2.com exchange next
to your Lot Download). You have sent your lot to the website. You also have the
option to create a file of this lot as well. This enables you to share lots with friends,
and does not upload the selected lot to the website.
 ou can only package a family for uploading if it lives on a lot,
Y
they can’t go just as a family. All lots can be uploaded: occupied/
unoccupied or community.

The Sims™ 2 Body Shop
The Sims™ 2 Body Shop is a tool that allows you to create custom content for your
Sims that anyone can use in The Sims 2 Double Deluxe.
♦ To launch The Sims 2 Body Shop go to the Start Menu > Programs >

EA GAMES > The Sims 2 Double Deluxe > The Sims 2 Body Shop.

♦ Learn how to use this tool by accessing the on-disc manual for The Sims 2 Body

Shop at C:\Program Files\EA GAMES\The Sims 2 Double Deluxe\Support\en-us\
readme.txt.

Additional Info
To become part of The Sims 2 community and to get the latest on game tips,
cheats, and other useful information, check out our website at TheSims2.com.
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The Sims™ 2
Nightlife

Your Sims are out on the town hitting all the cool new hot spots. Whether they’re
dancing until dawn, romancing that special someone, or striking out at the bowling alley, it’ll be an unforgettable night!
T he Sims 2 Nightlife Expansion Pack content installs automatically
when you install The Sims 2 Double Deluxe and is seamlessly integrated into The Sims 2 Double Deluxe gameplay.

Game Screen
Your Sim
Your Sim’s
acquaintances—
A lightning bolt in the
thumbnail indicates
that there is chemistry
between your Sim and this
other Sim

A red glow around
a Sim’s thumbnail
indicates that your Sim
is very angry with that
Sim; take care when
interacting

Dating

Send your Sim out on a date and watch their love life blossom. Dates are a great
way to quickly build up relationships. Each Sim is attracted to some of the other
Sims they meet and completely uninterested in others. Find them the right match
and watch the sparks fly.
Attraction and Chemistry
Sims with good chemistry between them can build their relationships much more
quickly and easily.
You’ll know your Sim has good chemistry with another Sim when lightning bolts
appear by them in your Sim’s relationship panel. When your Sim thinks about a
Sim they’re attracted to, a cloud of hearts appears around their thought bubble.
Sims on the prowl can now quickly assess their romantic prospects. Click your Sim
and choose SCOPE ROOM to see who makes their heart go pitter-patter.
Your Sim’s turn-ons and turn-offs also help determine whether they’re attracted to
another Sim. When you create a Sim, there is a new tab on the Aspirations screen
that lets you set their turn-ons and turn-offs. Previously-created Sims have a onetime use potion in their inventory called ReNuYu Porta-Chug that allows the Sim
to set their turn-ons and turn-offs.
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Date Meter

The date meter appears when your Sim goes on a date. It lets you see at a glance
how well the date is going and also indicates how much time is left for your Sim
to make or break the date.
Dates with different aspirations will prefer different types of events, and react differently to negative date events. Try looking at a date’s wants and fears for hints
as to what types of activities they might like or dislike. You can view the date’s
wants and fears directly from the date meter by clicking on their aspiration icon
next to their portrait, or your Sim can ask their date about them.
You’ll notice that if the date is going well, it stretches out longer and longer without your Sim even noticing. If it goes really well, your Sim and their date might be
in for a very long night.
Your Sim’s date may leave a gift for your Sim after the date, so watch for flowers
and cards after good dates, and less pleasant items after a date gone sour.

Gypsy Matchmaker

A little money doesn’t always go a long way. With the matchmaker, the success of
her match is greatly affected by just how many Simoleons you drop into her itchy
palm. She will accept a “donation” of any amount under §5000, so don’t be stingy
if you’ve got Simoleons to burn—you just might end up with a new flame.
The matchmaker also has a little something up her sleeve that she calls Love
Potion #8.5. For the right price, your Sim can imbibe a nip of the concoction and
temporarily maximize their attractiveness.

Groups

To go on an outing, your Sim must be invited to go out or must form a group to take
out. To create a group, pick a telephone on the home lot and select GROUPS…
MANAGE GROUPS. This is where your Sim chooses who is part of the group.
Your group can go on two kinds of outings. A group out “Just for Fun” has no score
or time limit. A group formed “For an Outing” is scored and timed like a date with
the possibility of lucrative rewards. To initiate an outing, click a telephone on a
home lot, select GROUPS..., and your Sims are ready for a memorable night out
with their best friends.
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Vampires

These denizens of the dark enjoy the night like no one else, but Sims afflicted with
the curse of vampirism cannot stand the sunlight. Woe to the vampire Sim that
lets time get away from them and stays out past sunrise. If they venture outside
in the daylight, their needs plummet and they soon die. To keep your vampire Sim
in comfort during the long, bright day, invest in a cozy coffin. They’re hermetically
sealed to keep all annoying light rays from disturbing your snoozing Sim.
If your Sim tires of their nocturnal lifestyle, they can call the gypsy matchmaker
and ask her if she has any mysterious potions to cure their daylight aversion. Your
Sim can also influence their friends to cure themselves.
♦ Be wary of the Grand Vampires that lurk downtown. If your Sims get too friendly

with them, they might find themselves among their night-walking ranks.

Vehicles

To purchase (and place) a car, your Sim must have a driveway. To build a driveway,
go to Build mode and select the Garage button.
After you have a driveway, you
can buy a vehicle and place it on the driveway.
To change which Sim (within the same household) owns a car, click the car and
choose CHANGE OWNER. The owner will take the car to work or school instead of
the carpool.

Garages

Once your Sims have saved up enough for the sports car they’ve always dreamed
of, they’ll want to protect it from the elements. To add a garage to the end of a
driveway, you must place a driveway extension piece at the end of the original
driveway. Then, you must place a garage door between the two driveway pieces.
After that, you can extend walls from the garage door all the way around the extension piece, and add roofing. You can build garages as separate structures or add
them on to an existing house.

Inventory

Your Sims have their own personal inventories, which can carry almost any of their
items. To use the inventory, select the Rewards Panel and click the Inventory button.
Then drag your Sim’s items, as long as they are not currently in use, into
the panel. Now they’re ready to move into that brand-new house downtown or to
hang on to those keepsakes from their sweetie!
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Out on the Town

Visiting another lot is as simple as clicking it! To go downtown or visit another
neighborhood, use the phone to call a taxi or click your Sim’s car.
Restaurants
Bowling Alleys
Night Clubs

From the ‘50s diner to upscale fine dining, we’ve got all of your Sim’s
noshing needs covered. Drop in for a quick bite while out on the town or
take a date for some candlelit romance.
It’s not just the striking shirts that pull them in at the local lanes. It’s the
crashing excitement of knocking those ten pins right off their feet.
Dance until you drop at any of the myriad of trendy clubs littering the
downtown area.

Dining

Your Sims don’t need high cooking skill to enjoy fine gourmet dishes. Take them
out to a restaurant and ask a server or host to BE SEATED, then they can relax and
chat while they are waited on by servers and chefs. If they play their cards right,
they might not even have to pay for it.

More Stuff

From more ways to build and decorate your Sim’s houses, to more outfits to
freshen up their wardrobes, to more objects to spice up their lives, here’s what
else The Sims 2 Nightlife brings to The Sims 2 Double Deluxe.

Styles

There are four new style collections to help you design new lots: Bowling, Cars
(Home Lots only), Nightclub, and Restaurant. To access these collections, enter
Buy or Build Mode and select the Collections icon. Unless otherwise indicated,
these collections are only available on community lots.

Rewards
ReNuYu Senso Orb

Items
DJ Booth
Poker Table

Electro Dance Sphere
Karaoke Machine
Coffin
Photo Booth

This electrifying gadget can turn your Sim’s life inside out or upside down
by changing their life aspiration. Purchase this goodie in the Aspiration
Reward panel with aspiration points your Sims earn satisfying wants.

Dig into your crates and pull out your most wicked vinyl.
Play your cards right to earn Simoleons and the respect of your fellow card
sharks.
Getting your groove on in the EDS is a good way to build body skill, but
Sims without any body skill beware—it’s not as easy as it looks.
Croon along to the songs you love to impress your friends or woo a new love.
Satiny comfort and the best construction Simoleons can buy, a coffin
keeps your sun-sensitive Sim in peaceful gloomy repose.
This ubiquitous cubicle provides a memento of a fun night out or a semiprivate spot to cozy up to another Sim.
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The Sims™ 2 Celebration! Stuff
All Dressed Up…

Clothe your Sims in the finest attire befitting the occasion. From sleek and chic tuxedos
to romantic wedding gowns, we’ve got outfits for all of your Sims’ special events.

Bridesmaid Delight
With dresses this
gorgeous, some Sims
may never tire of being
“always the bridesmaid,
never the bride!”

The Dapper Dan
Altar-bound Sims can step up to their
new life in this tasteful tux made with
luxury llama wool and a meticulous
attention to detail, including a
coordinated boutonnière.

Lovely Little Lass
Girls will swoon over the delicate
details of this pretty dress and
matching mary janes. For flower girls
or the birthday girl, make her day
special in an outfit fit for a princess.

Short and Sweet
Get your Sim dolled
up in this dress for
a sassy Summer
wedding look.

Blushing Bride
With its slim and slinky
silhouette, this wedding dress
lets the bride shine without all
the fuss of a fuller-bodied skirt.
Eternal Bliss Dress
For some Sims only the timeless
look of a traditional hourglass
wedding gown truly fits the day.

Little Groomsman
A tiny tux for the younger set, this
one comes in sizes perfect for a
ring bearer or younger brother.

Hairstyles and Accessories
Flowers in Her Hair
Proclaim the passion of
the moment by adorning
your Sim with a chic
and romantic hairstyle
featuring live flowers.
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Take the Veil
Complete your Sim’s bridal
look with a face-framing veil
in beautiful handmade lace.

Ring of Posies
Complement an
elegant updo of
tousled curls with
a colorful circlet of
fresh blooms.
Crowned Glory
Fit for a queen, brides can
reign supremely over their
wedding day in this elegant
hairstyle that incorporates a
sparkling tiara.

Event Gear

Make your Sims’ event a truly memorable occasion. Browse the new collection of party goods
to find flawless flowers, the perfect furniture, ideal lighting, and other celebratory touches.

NOT SHOWN

Showers of Flowers

The Fiorella
A cut above your normal floral
arrangement, this centerpiece
dwarves the competitors, standing
tall and stately (and with a
luxurious profusion of blooms, no
less) at any event.

Harmonious Center Piece
This beautiful single orchid
sheltered within a sphere
symbolizes the nurturing nature
of a couple united by their love.

Bridesmaid No More Bouquet
A bounteous floral showstopper,
this bouquet signals to all that
your Sim is happily hitched.
The Petalstal
Combine the classic look of a
column with the timeless elegance
of vibrant silk flowers and you’ve
got a flower arrangement that’s
eternally beautiful.
The Camino Real
Strew the path to marital bliss with
the look of delicate blossoms.

Furniture

Bottomless Pit Buffet
Whatever the occasion, Sims
can sidle up to this bounteous
buffet and enjoy a number of
taste sensations—in quantity.
Bottomless Pit Buffet: because
your Sims can eat.

Party Hardy Open Bar
Sims can raise a glass (or
two) of their favorite juice to
celebrate the occasion when you
install this dressed up imbibing
station.

Thrones of Passion
Nestle your Sims in
the Thrones of Passion
to signify their newlyweddedness. With swags
of ribbon these chairs
declare that the bride
and groom rule over the
wedding realm.
Larger Than Life Party Table
For some bigger is always
better. If your Sims aren’t
satisfied unless they’re hosting
the biggest bash of the year,
this party table will fit the bill.

Festive or Floral Foldy Chairs
Adorned with fresh flowers or fun
balloons, these party chairs take
seating to whole new heights!

Bowdacious Dining Chair
If your Sims are hosting a formal
affair, why settle for the same old drab
seats? Meet the dress standards with
these attractively-attired chairs.

The Roundabout
Seat guests at several tables
for a large party or gather a
foursome for a more intimate
affair at these round,
decoratively draped tables.
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Mood Lighting

Jupiter over Miami Party Orbs
These colorful lights add a festive
touch to your Sims’ room décor.

The Eye of the Party Hurricane Lamp
Sheltered from the potentially
boisterous antics of party-goers by a
shapely glass guard, this decorative
lighting adds the warm glow of candles
to your event—indoors or out.

Other Party Enhancers

The Twinkly Tea Light Set
Embellish your Sims’ event with
these small candles to create a
lot of ambience on a shoestring.
Note: No shoestrings were harmed
in the making of these candles.

Elegant Violepan Cake
Sometimes a normal size cake just won’t
do. For those occasions, flaunt your Sims’
happiness with this tiered and beautifully
iced monument. It’s amazing what you can
do with a little flour, sugar, and butter.
The Purpley Culinary Counter (Age++)
Now your Sims can match their birthday
cake to their party décor! As tasty as it is
decorative, this is one multi-functional
baked good!
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Neon Wedding Tack
Whether your Sims are looking for a
special piece of wedding décor or a
piece of declarative art for their home,
nothing says “I love you” like the glow
of hot neon.

Shades of Celebration
Garden party guests can take
refuge from the Summer sun
under the decorative and
practical coverage of these
party umbrellas.

Color Clusters of Fun
In a variety of vibrant colors, these
decorations are the epitome of
party time—for birthdays, holiday
affairs, or just plain fun!

Cameo Vase
The subtle leaf motif on this vase
coupled with the addition of a prim
beribboned cameo give this replica
vase the appearance of a treasured
heirloom, available at a very
affordable price for Sims who may
not have a long lineage.

NOT SHOWN

The Signature Piece
by Garage Filler Inc.
Commemorate the happy day with this
artwork. While we can’t guarantee that
the signatures are from anyone your
Sims actually know, rest assured that
they all bestow warmest wishes and
“best of luck” on the newlyweds.

The Hob-O-Chan 3000 Grill
Old-world wooden charm houses
sizzling technology in this
mammoth barbecue.

Party Banner
Where’s the party? Right
here! So proclaims this
banner when you hang one
at your Sims’ event.

Che Bell-a
This wall ornament rings in your
Sims’ new life together—one of
melodious laughter … and maybe
the occasional discordant spat.

NOT SHOWN
Unity Swag
Celebrate the union of
two Sims’ hearts with this
charming decoration.

NOTE: To place above a door hold
down v and a before
placing the banner.

Built to Party

A Lot of Hot Air
Smart Sims know that they can decorate more
cleverly when they’ve got science on their side.
The second lightest element available (helium!)
keeps these orbs floating in their festive arch
above regular, flopping air-filled balloons.

NOT SHOWN

The Deplorably Adorable
Sweetheart’s Figurine
While we’ve heard that the course of
true love ne’er did run smooth, we’re
certain that whoever said it didn’t
know this blissfully enamored duo.
Sims can display this as a symbol of
their eternally happy union.

“I Showed Up” Arch
Frame the moment when your Sims step
into their future together. Manufacturer’s
disclaimer: Buying this arch in no way
guarantees that either Sim will show up
for the scheduled nuptial event.

The Streamer Surprise Column Collection
Like a ship festooned to sail into uncharted
waters, your Sims’ event can be similarly
bedecked to conquer the party horizon.

Florus Connectus Columnus
Decorated with colorful sprays of
roses, these modern Romanesque
columns lend a classic ambience to
your Sims’ wedding. Encircle the whole
ceremony, guests and all, or create an
imposing picturesque backdrop for the
vowing couple.
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Performance Tips
System Requirements
It is essential that your PC meets the Minimum Requirements as detailed on the
game’s packaging. If you are experiencing poor performance, check to make sure
your system hardware supports the requirements.

Background Tasks
In some cases programs that are running on your system can monopolize resources
that the game needs in order to install, load, and run properly. Not all of these
programs are immediately visible. There are a number of programs, called “background tasks,” that are always running on your system.
Important Note: While shutting down background tasks will optimize your
system for running The Sims 2 Double Deluxe, these
background tasks’ features will be unavailable once
shut down. Be sure to re-enable background tasks after
playing The Sims 2 Double Deluxe by restarting your
computer.

If your system is running anti-virus or crash guard programs you will need to
close or disable them to run The Sims 2 Double Deluxe. To do this, find the icon
for the program on the Windows Taskbar and then right-click the icon and select
“close,” “disable,” or the relevant option. Please note that these programs will be
reactivated the next time you restart your computer.
Once anti-virus and crash guard programs have been disabled, you should end all
unnecessary general background tasks.
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To view and close background tasks (Windows XP):
1. Hold down v and a and then tap m. The Windows Task Manager
appears.
2. Click the Processes tab. This tab displays a list of all background tasks running on your system.
3. Click the User Name column heading. This sorts all the processes together by
user name.
4. Select an item with a user name, but DO NOT select one from the SYSTEM, LOCAL SERVICE, or NETWORK SERVICE groups. Also, DO NOT select the explorer.exe
or taskmgr.exe items.
5. Click END PROCESS. You may receive a warning message, if so click YES. The
selected item disappears from the list.
6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 until only explorer.exe and taskmgr.exe remain in the user
name group.
To view and close background tasks (Windows Me or 98):
1. Hold down v and a and then tap m. The Close Program window
appears. This window displays a list of all background tasks running on your
system.
2. Select an item, but DO NOT select the Explorer or Systray items.
3. Click END TASK. The Close Program window closes and the task is ended.
4. Repeat steps 1 through 3 until only Explorer and Systray remain.

Video and Sound Drivers
An outdated video or sound driver can lead to slow and choppy gameplay, or
in some cases can prevent the game from running at all. To ensure an enjoyable experience with The Sims 2 Double Deluxe, be sure that you have the most
recent video and sound drivers installed. These drivers are typically available for
download from your system or hardware manufacturer’s website. If you are not
sure what type of video or sound card you have, or you don’t know how to update
the drivers on your system, please refer to the documentation that came with your
system or peripheral.
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Technical Support
If you have trouble with The Sims 2 Double Deluxe, EA Technical Support can help.
The EA Help file provides solutions and answers to the most common difficulties
and questions about how to properly use this product. It also allows you to create a
detailed report of your system information to assist in diagnosing the problem.
To access the EA Help file (with game already installed):
Click the Start button from the Windows Taskbar and select All Programs (or
Programs) > EA GAMES > The Sims 2 Double Deluxe > Technical Support.
To access the EA Help file (without the game installed):
1. Insert The Sims 2 Double Deluxe disc into your DVD-ROM drive.
2. Click the Start button from the Windows Taskbar and select RUN… Type D:\
support\en-us\en-us_eahelp.hlp in the Run dialog box, then click OK (substitute the correct letter of your DVD-ROM drive if other than ‘D:’).
3. Right-click the DVD-ROM drive that has the The Sims 2 Double Deluxe disc and
then select OPEN.
4. Double-click the Support folder.
5. Double-click the EA Help folder.
6. Double-click the Electronic_Arts_Technical_Support.htm file in this folder.
If you are still experiencing difficulty after utilizing the information in the EA Help
file you can contact EA Technical Support.
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EA Technical Support on the Internet
If you have Internet access, be sure to check our EA Technical Support website at:
techsupport.ea.com
Here you will find a wealth of information on DirectX, game controllers, modems, and networks, as well as information on regular system maintenance and
performance. Our website contains up-to-date information on the most common
difficulties, game-specific help, and frequently asked questions (FAQs). This is the
same information our support technicians use to troubleshoot your performance
issues. We keep the support website updated on a daily basis, so please check
here first for no-wait solutions.
If you are unable to find the information you need on our website, please feel free
to contact EA Technical Support via e-mail, phone, or letter.
If you need to talk to someone immediately, call us at (650) 628-1001. This will
help us service your call in the quickest possible time.
CUSTOMER SUPPORT - Here to help you!
Problem? Question? If you are having problems with your game, we are here to help.
E-mail and Website:
In Singapore, contact:
In HongKong, contact:
TEL)+65 6 462 2549
TEL)+852 3166 6006
FAX)+65 6 333 0596
FAX)+852 2110 9801
E-mail/MSN IM:easgsupport@ea.com
E-mail:hksupport@ea.com
Service Time: Am 9:30 - Pm 5:30
Service Time: Am 9:30 - Pm 6:00
(Monday-Friday, Excluding Public Holidays)
(Monday-Friday, Excluding Public
Holidays)
SOUTH AFRICA
Game Smith: (011) 740-0615/6
Electronic Arts South Africa
PO Box 3180
Rivonia
2128
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Limited 7-Day Warranty
Electronic Arts Limited Warranty
Electronic Arts warrants to the original purchaser of this product that the recording medium
on which the software program(s) are recorded (the “Recording Medium”) are free from
defects in materials and workmanship for a period of 7 days from the date of purchase. If
the Recording Medium is found to be defective within 7 days from the date of purchase,
Electronic Arts agrees to replace the Recording Medium upon receipt of the Recording
Medium at the address at the rear of the document, together with a dated proof of purchase,
a statement describing the defects, the faulty media and your return address. This warranty
is limited to the Recording Medium containing the software program that was originally
provided by Electronic Arts. This warranty shall not be applicable and shall be void if, in the
judgment of Electronic Arts, the defect has arisen through abuse, mistreatment or neglect.
This limited warranty is in lieu of all other warranties, whether oral or written, express or
implied, including any warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, and
no other representation of any nature shall be binding on or obligate Electronic Arts. If any
such warranties are incapable of exclusion, then such warranties applicable to this product,
including implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, are
limited to the 7-day period described above. In no event will Electronic Arts be liable for any
special, incidental, or consequential damages resulting from possession, use or malfunction
of this Electronic Arts product, including damage to property, and to the extent permitted by
law, damages for personal injury, even if Electronic Arts has been advised of the possibility
of such damages. Some states do not allow limitation as to how long an implied warranty
lasts and/or exclusions or limitation of incidental or consequential damages so the above
limitations and/or exclusion of liability may not apply to you. In such jurisdictions, the
Electronic Arts’ liability shall be limited to the fullest extent permitted by law. This warranty
gives you specific rights. You may also have other rights that vary from state to state.

RETURNS WITHIN WARRANTY PERIOD
If the product was damaged through misuse or accident, this 7 day warranty is rendered
void.
If you have any queries on warranty replacements or user-damaged discs, please contact
your respective countries’ Customer Service contact number (Refer to Technical Support).
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The Sims 2 Double Deluxe © 2008 Electronic Arts Inc. EA, the EA logo and The
Sims are trademarks or registered trademarks of Electronic Arts Inc. in the U.S.
and/or other countries. All Rights Reserved. All other trademarks are the property
of their respective owners.

Uses Pixomatic Rendering Technology. Copyright © 2002-2008 by RAD Game Tools,
Inc.
STLport License Agreement
Boris Fomitchev grants Licensee a non-exclusive, non-transferable, royalty-free license to use STLport and its documentation without fee. By downloading, using, or
copying STLport or any portion thereof, Licensee agrees to abide by the intellectual
property laws and all other applicable laws of the United States of America, and
to all of the terms and conditions of this Agreement. Licensee shall maintain the
following copyright and permission notices on STLport sources and its documentation unchanged:
Copyright 1999, 2000 Boris Fomitchev
This material is provided “as is”, with absolutely no warranty expressed or implied.
Any use is at your own risk.
Permission to use or copy this software for any purpose is hereby granted without
fee, provided the above notices are retained on all copies. Permission to modify
the code and to distribute modified code is granted, provided the above notices
are retained, and a notice that the code was modified is included with the above
copyright notice.
The Licensee may distribute binaries compiled with STLport (whether original or
modified) without any royalties or restrictions.
The Licensee may distribute original or modified STLport sources, provided that:
• The conditions indicated in the above permission notice are met;
• The following copyright notices are retained when present, and condi-tions
provided in accompanying permission notices are met:
Copyright 1994 Hewlett-Packard Company
Copyright 1996, 97 Silicon Graphics Computer Systems, Inc.
Copyright 1997 Moscow Center for SPARC Technology.
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Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute and sell this software and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that the above
copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this
permission notice appear in supporting documentation. Hewlett-Packard Company
makes no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It
is provided “as is” without express or implied warranty.
Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute and sell this software and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that the above
copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this
permission notice appear in supporting documentation. Silicon Graphics makes no
representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided
“as is” without express or implied warranty.
Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute and sell this software and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that the above
copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this
permission notice appear in supporting documentation. Moscow Center for SPARC
Technology makes no representations about the suitability of this software for any
purpose. It is provided “as is” without express or implied warranty.
This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the
OpenSSL Toolkit (http: //www.openssl.org/). This product also contains software
written by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com). See the The Sims 2 Double Deluxe
OpenSSL License file for applicable copyright notices, terms and conditions of use,
and disclaimers.
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